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Jobs that just might change the world 

j . . 
Move people through rush hours at Desalt the world $ oceans Build a city from scratch—the way a 
80 mph. Westinghouse built the experi- Westinghouse has 73 water-desalting city should be built. 
mental transit expressway in Pittsburgh. units operating or on order around the Westinghouse has just purchased an 
And we are building the computerized world. Now we need people to help us embryo city. We're looking for people 
controls for the San Francisco mass- design and build facilities that can de- to help us rebuild many of the existing 
transit system that will be the model for salt 150 million gallons a day—and solve cities in America. We can do it—Westing- 
others throughout America. We're look- some of the toughest water-supply prob- house now provides more products, sys- 
ing for people to help us build equipment lems we’ve ever tackled. tems and services for construction than 
that will move people as they’ve never . any other single company. 
been moved before. — wares Ee 

oo Pr i -_ eo) sagen MS 

ay a gs RM ca Vt 
Ue : SS ee Tie 

fie" | gods Bh oe le ee a ay aN PRE Neel | Deaiytos oBPeg Se ee ee RA lan zi | oot ne a aoe Sk 

pelea 7 ee fy eS Pe ts reg 2 igo, We, Sere 
Ce Le 4 id 0 | See a ae 2 eS . QS: 

ie a ae | ert ON ae 1 | ee Bs lek? ee apie i / : 
Pn a Ny: elon ee he Sa These graduates needed: Engineering, 

a FF SS ee = Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, En- 
. ee Ne pagdin ey ee gineering Administration, Industrial Tech- 
oS % ee i ee ee nology, Business & Liberal Arts. 

These graduates needea: Engineering, These graduates needed: Electrical En- 

Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, En- gineering, Chemical Engineering, Materi- Fly to Mars 
gineering Administration, Industrial Tech- als Science, Physical Sciences, Industrial When the first expeditionary vehicle takes 
nology, Business & Liberal Arts. Engineering, Engineering Mechanics, Me- off, Westinghouse will be there. 

chanical Engineering, Civil Engineering. We are building the nuclear engine for 

voyages into deep space—to Mars and 
Tap the atom wit the company that . Venus and beyond. The jobs are exotic. 
started it all. Westinghouse supplies some Take a dive and explore the ocean We need more people to help us now. 
of the largest nuclear generating plants in 20,000 feet down. Westinghouse is devel- 
the world. We are building nuclear rocket oping a fleet of self-propelled undersea ’ 
engines. Our reactors power nuclear sub- vehicles. In them we will dive deep, ex- 
marines. But this is only the start. We plore, salvage and probably discover +) Ss 
need people for some of the most fas- more than any other single company in Bm, te 4 
cinating projects we've ever attempted. Oceanography. We need adventurers to ie eae “% 4a" 

fuppen eo mreemearscueercersees caerempeeemee join the quest that has already taken us { an ie Pe 

oe . all over the world. ia eae : we 
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ey ge 6 ‘ Ge tei lm r. c These graduates needed: Electrical En- 
eee To ee cay? i. gineering, Mechanical Engineering, 
Nise ; «ope et ies ees a a i Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, 
en at ‘ : a aD a Nuclear Engineering, Aerospace Engi- 

a : ,  -’) ee neering, Physical Sciences. 
Pe ee Se tg monet 
G wae in _ aaa j Want to change the world? Your best 

cial st OS eee ae $ opportunity lies with a company like 
is te sgh ern eae Westinghouse. Contact L. H. Noggle, 

Be aaa Westinghouse Education Center, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 15221—or see the Westing- 

These graduates needed: Electrical En- house interviewer on your campus. 
gineering, Mechanical Engineering, In- ‘i 
dustrial Engineering, Chemical Engineer- These graduates needed: Electrical En- An equal opportunity employer. 
ing, Engineering Mechanics, Marine gineering, Mechanical Engineering, 
Engineering, Structural Engineering, Ce- Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, 
ramics, Nuclear Engineering, Materials Marine Engineering, Ocean Engineering You can be sure if it's Westinghouse 
Science, Physical Sciences. & Science. ~~



J s We'll give you all the paper you need. And a chance to put something on it. 
om us Of your very own. [] We'll even give you a place to put it. With plenty of room 

for the mistakes you’re bound to make along the way. [1] You'll have the time 
and express you need, too. To try. And try again. One more time. Then one more. Until 

you solve each problem to your own satisfaction. [] We’re not afraid to let 
you wage the creative struggle for a successful idea. Within yourself. Or with 

yourse e us. [] We'll give you every chance to know that glorious satisfaction that 
comes when you find the answer to a challenging problem. []And we'll reward 
you. [] With our very choicest paper. [] The green kind. 

Meanwhile, pick up any old piece of paper and write for more informa- aan 
tion to Harry L. Sheehy, Recruiting Coordinator, American Oil Com- (AMERICAN 

pany, Dept. 19-K, 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60680 Waly” 
(2 . An equal opportunity employer, 
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All those memories of childhood . .. discovering ... doing . . . just existing— 
everything was a new, exciting experience. It’s hard to grow up to the 

everyday grind—and harder still to look forward to working at the same 

thing day after day. 
At Teletype there is no ‘everyday grind” ... we're working on tomorrow's 

equipment today. As a Bell System Company, today’s equipment is just a 

memory to us. The need for new message and data communications equip- 

ment keeps us on our 

toes, striving for new 

ideas and methods con- 
stantly. To keep up with 

new trends we need 
young, vital engineers in 

all fields—men who have 
memories of past discov- 

@ eries—and the look of to- 
morrow in their eyes. To 

discover how you can fit into the company of tomorrow, talk to the Bell 

System Recruiter when he visits your campus—or write: 

TELETYPE 

TELETYPE CORPORATION 
College Relations Department A46 

machines that make data move ® 5555 W. Touhy Avenue e Skokie, Illinois 60076 
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@ as a Dunham-Bush Engineer... 

You can practically name your own spot! 

At Dunham-Bush, one of the world’s foremost can realize unlimited financial rewards and per- 

manufacturers of space-age heating and cooling sonal accomplishment. Keith Douglas, a recent 
systems, we’re looking for engineers who want Duke University BSME, chose his home state of 

to be more than engineers. A variety of exciting North Carolina, where he has been appointed 
careers awaits the young engineer who wants to Sales Manager of our Greensboro office. Gerry 

develop all his abilities. Hoxsie, a California State Polytechnic graduate 
Dunham-Bush engineers are given every op- is located in fast-moving Los Angeles as our 

portunity to develop and apply their research, Assistant Sales Manager there. Rex Brown, a 
administrative, creative and sales abilities along 1964 Purdue University BSME prefers the ‘‘fun- 

with their technical skills. Talented men don’t in-the-sun’”’ of Miami, where he serves as a 

get lost at Dunham-Bush. We’re small enough sales engineer. 
to know and appreciate you .. . large enough to At Dunham-Bush you can practically choose 
offer you unusual opportunities and benefits. your interest, name your own spot. Write 

You can join other recent graduates who have Dunham-Bush Inc., West Hartford, Connecticut 
picked their own spots. Take the dynamic world 06110 for full particulars. 
of selling, for example...a world where you 

—, \ 

AR DUNHANM-BUSH 
y) ] MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 

Wi, REFRIGERATION « AIR CONDITIONING « HEATING EQUIPMENT 
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ALLIS-CHALMERS 

A unique 
combination 

of capabilities 
UNIQUE... Because Allis-Chalmers serves so many industries in so many vital ways. 
No other manufacturer researches, develops, builds, markets, installs and services as 
many products and processes for as many specialized needs as does Allis-Chalmers. 
Our unique combination of capabilities serves all major industries including 
agriculture, electric utility, mining, metals, construction, cement, chemical, pulp and 

paper, food, material handling, general industry and aerospace. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU?... Simply this: If you want to work for a 
company with a broadly diversified range of engineering opportunities... with an 
on-the-job growth program... with an opportunity to continue your education 
through a liberal tuition refund program... with industry’s most flexible training 
program, send for a copy of our latest career booklet. Expect a prompt reply. 

WRITE: COLLEGE RELATIONS, ALLIS-CHALMERS, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, 53201 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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You’ll find plenty of opportunities to kick @ readily recognized. And because Monsanto 
the status quo around at Monsanto. With @ has one of the greatest growth rates in 
over 1,000 products (and new ones coming @ the industry, the chances of seeing your 
from research all the time), many deci- J ideas come to life are excellent. 

sions have to: be made and many’ prob- This year, Monsanto needs more than 
lems solved. So your opportunities for : 
eae ae er 1,000 professional people of all degree 
initiating changes of world-wide impor- level df l demi 
tance are-pracéically-uultostted, evels ... and from almost every academic 

area. If the challenge to come change us 
At Monsanto you’ll start using your (and perhaps the world) intrigues you, 
professional training working with the sign up at your placement office to see 
most capable men in your field. You’ll be the Monsanto recruiter. Or write to Mgr. 
tackling many meaningful problems in of Professional Recruiting, Monsanto Co., 
an organization where contributions are 800 N. Lindbergh, St. Louis, Mo. 63166. 

| Monsanto AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Wi 
® 
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EDITORIAL 

E HAVE heard a lot of talk about abolishing the placement service, about setting 
moral standards for companies who use University facilities, and about the right of 

free speech. But this is not an article about “Black Wednesday” or the Dow Chemical Com- 
pany—at least not really. 

The incidents these past few weeks have demonstrated something about engineers that I 
find extremely distasteful. The engineers on this campus refuse to get socially involved unless 
their precious “status quo” is threatened. Somehow, all you have gotten out of these weeks 
of trouble is the firm conviction that the “convenience of the placement service” must not be 
tampered with. 

Perhaps it never occurred to you that engineers and scientists form one of the strongest 
“power” groups in the United States, but in a way far more subtle than demonstrating or 
striking. The responsibility for the growth and progress—economic, humanitarian, and mili- 
taristic—of this nation is in our hands. Namely, it is not the “liberal arts” people who are 
going to synthesize the next chemical warfare compounds, or develop the better bomb, or de- 
sign the artificial heart or kidney. 

The engineering profession supposedly exists to serve mankind. Engineers have taken upon 
themselves the responsibility of applying the discoveries of science to projects that will bene- 
fit people. Our creed lies in the “Faith of an Engineer” hanging in the Mechanical Engineer- 

ing Building: 

When needed, my skill and knowledge shall be given without reservation for the pub- 
lic good. From special capacity springs THE OBLIGATION TO USE IT WELL IN THE 
SERVICE OF HUMANITY, and I ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE THAT THIS IMPLIES. 

The question is, are we, as engineers, accepting this challenge? For most I would say— 
NO! Think about yourself. What do you look for when you interview? A glamorous job? A 
big salary? A chance to be President? A pleasant place to work? Of course these are important, 
but will you also look at what you will be doing? 

I am not going to discuss war, or napalm. This is an individual question you must de- 
cide for yourself. But certainly if you are considering working for a company, and you will 
be involved in bombs, or missiles, or chemical warfare, you will have a lot of serious thinking 
to do. If you create or help create a weapon, you are directly responsible for its use—both now 
and in the future. This may involve hundreds or thousands of lives, and the question of what 
is humanitarian for you to do must be resolved in the light of these thousands. 

Your problem—right now—is what are you doing about the “Faith of an Engineer”? You, 
through research and development, control the future of this country and of our world. Are 
you willing to give up time and money, if necessary, for an ideal? If not, then quit calling 
yourself an engineer! 

MU q + ay ’ ageman y 

editor 
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Cookies and gasoline are but two of the Foxboro — a fast growing company in a 
products Foxboro instruments help make a nondefense industry. 

better. We could name lots of others — Talk to your Placement Officer. Look 

clothing, paper, steel, chemicals —all fund- through the Foxboro Capabilities Brochure 
amental to high living standards. in his office . . . then let us tell our story 
Our people find the world of process con- in person. Write: 

trol a rewarding place to live and work, a 

place where individual talent and initiative 

are recognized. Mr. W. W. BROWN 
e ‘ a College Personnel Relations Professionals like you are finding just the The Foxboro Company 

opportunities they’ve been looking for with Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 

FOXBORO. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer Specialists in Process and Energy Control 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES. PLANTS IN U.S.A. * CANADA ¢ MEXICO ¢ ENGLAND * FRANCE e NETHERLANDS ° JAPAN e AUSTRALIA 
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Depends on the giant. Actually, some giants are just regular A network of computers to put confusing facts and 

kinds of guys. Except bigger. figures into perspective. 

And that can be an advantage. Complete testing facilities to prove out better ideas. 

How? Well, take Ford Motor Company. We're a giant And at Ford Motor Company, your better ideas won't 

in an exciting and vital business. We tackle big problems. get axed because of a lack of funds. (A giant doesn’t carry a 

Needing big solutions. Better ideas. And that’s where you midget’s wallet, you know.) 

come in. Because it all adds up to a real opportunity for young Special programs. Diverse meaningful assignments. Full 

engineering graduates like yourself at Ford Motor Company. responsibility. The opportunity to follow through. The best 

Come to work for us and you'll be a member of a select facilities. The funds to do a job right. No wonder 87% of the 

College Graduate Program. As a member of this program, engineers who start with Ford are here 10 years later. 

you won't be just another “trainee” playing around with If you're an engineer with better ideas, and you'd like 

“make work” assignments. to do your engineering with the top men in the field, see the 

You'll handle important projects that you'll frequently man from Ford when he visits your campus. Or send your 

follow from concept to production. Projects vital to Ford. resume to Ford Motor Company, College Recruiting De- 

And you'll bear a heavy degree of responsibility for their partment. 

success. You and Ford can grow bigger together. 

You may handle as many as 3 different assignments in 
your first two years. Tackle diverse problems. Like figuring 

how high a lobe on a cam should be in order to yield a certain 
compression ratio. How to stop cab vibration in semi-trailer 
trucks. How to control exhaust emmission. 

Soon you'll start thinking like a giant. You'll grow bigger qHe:AMERIGAN ROADY DEARBORN: MICHIGAN 

because you've got more going for you. "AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 
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ASSETS LIABILITIES 
Current Assets Current Liabilities 

COSR cceminnonpayeeneeemamene $ 10,000 Accounts Payable. __. $150,000 
Accounts Receivable....____..___] $140,000 Notes Payable____ " 50,000 
Less: Allowance for Bad Debts.__- 10,000 130,000 Accrued Expenses Payable.__ 15,000 

| ——-——-—— Federal Income Tax Payable__ 5,000 
Inventories. __ rc acuegas cease 200,000 jp 

|-_—_————— Total Current Liabilities_____ $220,000 
Total Current Assets__.._.._. $340,000 Long-Term Liabilities 

Mortgage Payable__ “ 30,000 
Fixed Assets ee 

Land____ - one $ 20,000 Total Liabilities__ A $250,000 
Buildings __ orennemeemawe! 60,000 

Machinery — xsensmersenerenl 30,000 OWNER’S EQUITY 
a Capital Stock 

$110,000 Preferred... .._- $ 50,000 
Less: Allowance for Depreciation. . 10,000 Common-___ 50,000 | $100,000 

Total Fixed Assets. __._______ $100,000 Retained Earnings... 100,000 
Prepayments and Deferred Charges| 10,000 |_$_—_—_—— 

—————— Total Owners’ Equity_.__.__. $200,000 
Total Assets_______ exaressemad $450,000 Total Liabilities and Owners’ Equity $450,000 

Nearly all of the companies that been collected. These items are debts. It would not be justifiable 
come to interview for engineers file called the Company’s Assets. On to show the full amount on the 
copies of their Balance Sheet and the right side, the Widget Balance books when it is assumed that it 
their Income Statement with the Sheet has listed all that it owes, will not all be collected. 
Placement Office. called the Liabilities and Owner’s Inventories in the manufacturing 

Why do the companies bother Equity. Liabilities are the com- company are of three major kinds; 
to provide these dull, uninterest-  pany’s debt to its stockholders. the raw material going into the 
ing figures when they also spend Owner’s Equity is also called product, the partially finished 
millions every year on glamorous stockholder’s equity » net worth”, product being manufactured, and 
advertising campaigns? Possibly “capital”, or simply “ownership”. the finished product ready to be 
they feel committeed to show them _It actually represents the money sold when listing a monetary 
to you because as a prospective value placed by the books of the value for Inventory, the value of 
employe, you are a prospective | Company on the owner's interest in these plus the expenses associated 
stockholder. Your job security is that company. A very important with the production process is 
tied up in the company, and the point is to recognize that the Own- _ included, 
company’s security is a story told ers Equity & calculated as the The Current Assets, then, are the 
by their accounting department. Assets minus the Liabilities. assets the company has to currently 

How to examine a Balance Sheet Assets The Assets side of the operate its facilities. 
and Income Statement is a problem Balance Sheet is divided into sev- Another subclass of the Assets 
for most engineers—and the fol- eral catagories, the first of which are the Fixed Assets, or Property, 
lowing is a brief, simple approach is Current Assets. Current Assets Plant, and Equipment. As you 
to looking at these financial re- include Cash, Accounts Receivable, might expect, these assets are the 
ports. Let’s look at the fictitious and those assets: that are tumed ones used over and over in produc- 
Widget Manufacturing Company. into cash within a reasonable jing, storing, and transporting the 

period of time, usually a year from product. (2) The values placed on 
THE BALANCE SHEET the Balance Sheet date. these assets are not the current 

- ; : : Cash is the money in the check- market prices or the replacement 
The Balance Sheet is a financial ing account, as might be expected. _ prices, but, in most cases, represent 

report which shows the position of Accounts Receivable is the the purchase prices. 
a company on a specified date. In amount of money that others owe Prepayments and Deferred 
our case, it is December 31, 1967. the company for goods or services. _ Charges are assets which occur, for 
The Widget Manufacturing Business experience has shown that example, when payment is made 

Company’s Balance Sheet lists, on not all the accounts will be col- for insurance to cover the next 
the left side, the property and lected, due to fire, bankruptcy, etc., three years, or a yearly advertising 
goods that it owns as well as claims and so a percentage, usually of contract paid in advance. These 
that it has on others that have not sales, is allowed for these bad are assets to the company as some- 
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ee 
Net Sales $600 ,000 

Less: Cost of Goods Solds 500,000 
Gross Profit on Sales - - 100,000 
LESS: Operating Expenses 

Selling and Administrative 75,000 
Net Operating Profit. _ 25,000 

Miscellaneous Income - 5,000 
Net Income 30,000 

Less: Interest Expense 10,000 

Profit Before Provision for Federal Income Tax $ 20,000 
Provision for Federal Income Tax. 5,000 

Net Profit for Year - - $ 15,000 

RETAINED EARNINGS STATEMENT 
Year 1967 

Balance January 1, 1967 z $ 95,000 
Add: Net Profit for Year - 15,000 

Total : $110,000 
Less: Dividends Paid 10,000 

Balance December 31, 1967 . . . . $100,000 

SSS SS SSS SSS SS SS SSS SSS SS 

CORI ORAT ION by Don Holloway 

thing it owns but has not received has been purchased. This includes Widget example $340,000 — 
yet. both Common and Preferred Stock. $220,000 = $120,000. It represents | 

Liabilities Similar to the assets, Retained Earnings, sometimes the money that the company would 

Liabilities are usually subdivided called Earned Surplus, are the have after paying its current debts. | 

into current and long-term items. profits that are retained in the The Current Ratio is another 
Accounts Payable and Notes business and not paid out in divi- name for the ratio of current assets 

Payable are similar Current Liabil-  dends. It is the tie to the Profitand to current liabilities and in the 
ities in that they are both the Loss Statement from the Balance Widget Manufacturing Company 
amount of money the company Sheet since it includes the income it is 340,000/220,000 = 1.55. A 
owes, however the form of the from the past year. rule that many analysts use is that 
obligation is different. Specifically, In summary, the Balance Sheet the current ratio should be about 
the Notes Payable represents the is divided into three areas: Assets, two. However, once again, caution 
promissary notes that the company _ Liabilities, and Owner's Equity. must be taken in using absolute 
has given saying that it will pay The Assets will always equal the values, rather than comparing the 
within a particular period of time. Liabilities plus the Owner's Equity. ratio to other companies in the 
Accounts Payable is the amount Balance Sheet Analysis industry. The current ratio of two 
owed from the invoices that have In analyzing the Balance Sheet, means, then, that the current assets 
been received. several ratios are normally used as should be about twice the current 
Accrued Expenses Payable, guides in determining the perform- _ debts. 

another Current Liability, are the | ance of the company. It must be The Fixed Assets lo Owner's 
expenses that have occured but are noted that the ratios themselves Equity ratio measures directly the 
not yet due. One example is the offer very little information. They — xtent to which the owner's in- 
Federal Income Tax Payable in must be compared to the ratios of vested capital are tied up in per- 
the Widget Balance Sheet. This is other companies in the industry. jyanent, depreciable assets. A high 
separated since the Federal Income The following ratios or terms ratio may mean the owner's equity 
Tax is an important amount. It is are discussed with regard to the jg not enough, or that the invest- 
an expense during the past year Balance Sheet: ment in plant and equipment was 
but is not due yet. Net Working Capital on impulse and not supported by 

Owner's Equity Owner's Equity Current Ratio income. The effect may mean the 
is the difference between the Assets Fixed Assets to New Worth company must borrow to finance 
and the Liabilities. It is the stock- Inventory Turnover any expansion. Widget’s ratio is 
holders interest in the company Net Sales to New Worth 100,000/200,000 = .5, which of 
and is divided into two areas in the Net Working Capital, or simply course must be compared to other 
Widget Balance Sheet; Capital | Working Capital, is defined as the | companies. 
Stock, and Retained Earnings. difference between the current The Inventory Turnover ratio is 

Capital Stock is the stock that assets and current liabilities; in the the Net Sales divided by Inventory. 
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ASSESSING | continues 

Although we have not discussed resents the primary source of funds values. This is to aid in analyzing 
Net Sales (it is not included as to the company. a company’s continuing worth. 
such in the Balance Sheet), the fig- , , « The following ratios are dis- 
ure ca be obtained hee the In. Expense The Cost ot Goods Sold cussed with ret to the Income 
come Statement, which will be is 1 al ce a from =e net Statement: (2) 
discussed later. For Widget, Sage to give Ene gross Prout. ion spat are " i 
60,000/200,000 = 3. This means sales. The Cost of Goods Sold fig- Operating Margin of Profit Ratio 
then that the products in inventory ure includes all the costs incurred Rperating poet Ratio 

are manufactured and sold, on the in the factory, even depreciation, Net Proht Ratio 
average, three times during the — transform the raw material into The Operating Margin of Profit 
year. If the industry average is 6.0, the finished product, we raw Ratio is defined as: 

it may be that Widget has unsal- materials, direct labor, and any . ‘ it may be that W idget has unsal > ador, oe y Operating Profit/Net Sales and 
able inventory. This would  de- overhead expenses like supervision, . B ; 

: 1 3 5 for the Widget Company is: 
crease the net profit and the work- rent, heat, power, and light are in- 25,000/600,000 = 4.16%. This 
ing capital. If Widget’s ratio were cluded in the Cost of Goods Sold. =~” , 5 dollar of . 
higher than the industry average Miscellaneous Expense and Rev- fnesees Pleiadian oa ba ie eaae . ist the "y y - ad sn, Selli ¢ dad ee 4.16 cents remained as gross profit. 
i may me an tha ney aie a gooc enue Selling an 1 ministrative Comparison of this figure to previ- 
have a ays vested per ah ney Seek the “thos ‘Y oe sepa ous years may reveal the relative 

malya noe invested enough in rately, 0 that ose WAG examine efficiency of the company this year inventory. the Income Statement may see the or perhaps indicate the introduc- 
Net Sales to Owners Equity &Xtent of the selling costs. tion of a new product. In any 

measures the degree to which the Miscellaneous Income may in- event, it is an interesting value to 
company has balanced its sales clude interest received on notes or know and to be able to compare 

with investment. If the ratio is seaurities the oetie Ih holds, ete. it with other companies. 
high, the company is an overtrader m summary, the: income: otate- pratt ; io is the 
a is attem oe x to stretch its in- ment is a listing of the expenses The Operating Cost Ratio ‘ the i Sa pung to str s : . : ‘ s complement of the margin of profit 
vested money, while if it is low, 2nd revenues during a period of ratio and for Widget is 95.84. 100 
the company is an undertrader and time; the year 1967 for the Widget — 416. It is the aa ot i perating 
has inadequate sales to support the Manufacturing Company. In the  £ OHeatl te ah as ind ate sales to s 2 i o costs to operating profit, where the business. Widget’s is 600,000/ end, the Statement gives a final A : : SS. gets 1s , ; 2 ; operating cost includes the cost of 
200,000 = 3. Agus —Net Prohit—for the yeas goods sold. This ratio indicates the 

In summary, the above ratios The Retained Earnings Statement same characteristics as the margin 
are only a guideline and must be The Retained Earnings  State- of profit. ; 
viewed with the knowledge that ment is often included with the The ratio of net profit to net 
any attempt to attach significance two major financial statements, Its sales is called the Net Profit Ratio. 

to them is purely speculative. How- — surpose is to show how the Re- _ It measures the success with which 
ever, they can be useful if com- tained Earnings figure in the Bal- the company has obtained its ob- 
pared to the rest of the industry, ance Sheet is obtained from the In- jective of realizing a profit from 
and may indicate the relative posi- come Statement. The Net Profit is sales. The Widget Company’s Pro- 
tion of the company. added to the balance of the Re- fit Ratio is 15,000/600,000 = 2.5%. 

the ‘theome Statement tained Earnings at the beginning This a every $1 of bre 

Although I have chosen to call of the year; the dividends paid to uct sore, Aah th nish the 
thiy financial report the Income the stockholders are subtracted, Company in proht. The higher the 

Statement some companies call it and the final balance appears in Tato, generally He ———e the 
the “Earnings Report” or the “Pro- the Owner's Equity portion of the — 9pportunity for growth, 

fit and Loss Statement”. In any Balance Sheet. CONCLUSION 
case, it reports | the net earnings, Income Statement Analysis The purpose of this article has 
profit or loss, of ie oe and As in analyzing the Balance been to help you when you inter- 
ists in general terms the Revenues Sheet, several ratios can be used to view with a company, In planning 

and Expenses over a period of guide the analyst in evaluating the Me he a ig von seas, Fe. 
fine. company’s operations. Remember, priely examine the company’s for 

Revenue The first item on the the ratios mean nothing unless they nancial Report and determine or 
Income Statement is normally the are compared with other compan- yourself whether the company 
most important source of revenue. ies in the industry. Many Income offers the opportunities you want. 

In a manufacturing enterprise it is Statements include the previous \ 
naturally sales or Net Sales. It rep- year’s figures next to the current y 

TRY COMMUNICATING—WRITE FOR THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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Can there bethis kind of excitement in engineering? 

A high-performance car in a four-wheel drift around the first 
turn at Watkins Glen* typifies the excitement of sportscar racing... 
precision machinery and human skill in cool coordination. 

Is it an exaggeration to suggest there should be an analogous 
excitement in your engineering career? In engineering, too, 
professional skill is constantly pitted against variables of Try xX erox and see 
mathematics, materials and men. And the pace can be fast. 

This is the kind of engineering excitement Xerox can offer you: 

 astrong drive into new areas and new technologies in a | 
variety of fields . . . imaging, data handling, graphic arts, education . 

¢ a growth pattern stimulating in itself . . . total operating revenues Pi | | E 
up from $25 million in 1957 to over $500 million in 1966; research and ae he i" 
development expenditures, at $45 million in 1966, up 36% over 1965 3 oe shorisaiy : 

. . . . - . =F 
¢ a professional environment and esprit which you have to 69% @23~—. 

- . | — 
experience to believe , — 

e both long-range technical aims and day-to-day ™ ee 
engineering problems on a scale to satisfy any engineer. > 7 meena. 

Sound unlikely? Check it out and see. Your degree in Engineering or iy es 

Science can qualify you for some intriguing openings at Xerox, in Le 

fundamental and applied research, engineering, manufacturing and 7 glans pgm 
z Qo Pee en se ition 

programming. 

See your Placement Director or write to Mr. Roger Vander Ploeg, : 

Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, New York 14603. rire 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F). Spectrogram helps our scientists to analyze composition 
of materials used in xerography. 

XE ROX *4 hour's drive south of Rochester 
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e . So Randy Trost, Wisconsin ’67 

I never feel like a rookie 

“Sure it’s my first year with BeW, but I’ve been too out making steam generation equipment. That led to 

busy to think about that. I’ve been working in my field atomic power stations, nuclear marine propulsion 

all along, and the training sort of blends right in.” equipment, refractories, specialty steel, machine tools, 

If Randy Trost sounds like a B&W booster, you computers, and closed-circuit TV. (And we still make 

should hear what his supervisor says about him. the best boiler in America.) 
We're looking for aggressive, talented young engi- If you'd like to talk with Randy Trost about BaW, 

neers like Randy. We want you if you want significant call him collect at our facility in Lynchburg, Virginia, 
responsibility from the start. In fact, we need more AC 703 846-7371. 

engineers than ever before. That’s because we’re grow- In the meantime, be on the lookout for the BaW 

ing faster. Sales were $560 million last year. Up 17 recruiter when he visits your campus. 

per cent. The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd 

That’s how it’s been from the beginning. We started Street, New York, New York 10017. 

Babcock & Wilcox
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This RCA scientist points a tweezer at an experimental FM radio 
transmitting gallium arsenide device so small it is almost invisible. 

RCA in Electronic Components and Devices 

When you select the Company that you want to join, ments, Communications, Solid-State Devices, Com- 
consider how important it is for your future career to puters, Control Systems, Radar, Weather and 
join the leader. For example, in this one area alone— Communication Satellites, Broadcast Studio Equip- 

Electronic Components and Devices—you will find ment, Conversion Receiver and Power Tubes, Laser 
that RCA has set standards of engineering excellence, and Electro-Optic Devices, Microwave Systems, Med- 
in an environment for learning, that is second to none. ical Electronics, Graphic Systems. 

We are looking for EE, ME and IE graduates for See your college placement director, or write to 
positions in Corporate Programs including Design and College Relations, Radio Corporation of America, 
Development, Manufacturing, Operations Research, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08101. 
Finance, Management Information Systems and An R@ual Opportunity Ringe? 
Purchasing. 

We welcome the opportunity to review your per- 
sonal interests and career objectives, and show you The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
how RCA can further your individual development : 
and growth in many fields, such as: Home Instru- ® 
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Nine thousand individuals form general directions—Research, 
the CB&I world-wide team. To- Engineering, Manufacturing, 

‘i “i gether, they conceive, test, de- Field Construction or Sales— 
Engineering velop, prove, sell and build big _in scores of challenging assign- 

metal plate structures as wellas = ments. 
highly technical operating sys- 
tems. And they do all of these Interested? See your Place- 

G rowth things well. ment Director for more informa- 

Above all, they think, create tion about career opportunities 
and grow—on more than 200 with CB&l. Or write J. F. Chocole, 

aoe ; tae i Director of Personnel, Chicago construction sites; in half-a- ‘ 
r l ] : Bridge & Iron Company, 901 hundred offices, plants and lab- 

oratories throughout the world, West 22nd Street, Oak Brook, 
Illinois 60521. Ask for CB&l’s 

With CB&I at home or abroad, = 28-page_ bulletin, _Global Engi- 
your career can point in five neering Opportunities. 

CRel Chicago Bridge & Iron Company 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Serving world leaders in the fields of Natural Gas, Nuclear Power, Aerospace, 
Petroleum, Water Desalination, Steelmaking, Chemistry, Cryogenics, Hydroelectric 
Power, Water Supply . . . and Many Others. 
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As a young college grad joining Pan Am’s team of range you're equally comfortable with a wide range of specialties 
professionals you'll get the best pad-side seat in the nation. (radar, telemetry, electrical, optics, command/control, tim- 

Before you know it, you'll be helping to engineer the track- ing, hydraulics, statistics, infrared, orbital mechanics, 
ing, telemetry, communications, data handling and display structures, aeronautics, instrumentation, communications, 

systems—or providing launch and base support operations etc.). 

—for many of the nation’s major space shots along the Talk to your Placement Director. It could be your first step 
10,000 miles of the Eastern Test Range from Cape Ken- to the Cape. Or write for more information to Manager of 
nedy to the Indian Ocean. College Relations, Dept. 312L, Guided Missiles Range 
You'll work with a lot of highly imaginative hardware and Division, Pan American World Airways, Inc., 750 S. Orlando 
systems engineering that is as advanced and complicated Ave., Cocoa Beach, Florida. An Equal Opportunity Em- 
as the space action we support. And you'll soon find that ployer (M/F). 

[2 GUIDED MISSILES 
Cate! ro a 

g@= RANGE DIVISION 
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC. 
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COVER STORY 1 

by Steve Wheeler ME 67 

BACKGROUND wind. The apparent wind is shown The drag force acts perpendicu- 
‘The usezof sail boais:as pleasure in Fig. 1. The apparent wind can lar to the lift force in the direction 

vadlits dates from the late seven. Change considerably with fairly of the apparent wind and, as has 
heanth century, During the last 200 small changes in the true wind. been determined by wind tunnel 
Sears wianiy Peace ia construe. This is extremely important in the tests, has approximately one tenth 

tion, hall form rigging, and sails analysis to follow. the magnitude of the lift nie We have produced 4 oder eeinFort A sail is an airfoil much like the can now draw the force diagram 

able, efficient yacht The aerody- wing of an airplane. The airflow for a sail (Fig. 3, a). 
wrens st dies of sailing have Over this foil produces a low- _ The total force can be resolved 
lagwed 1 shi d and a 8 -esult pressure area which creates the into components parallel and per- 
Be i pens ds; = as a : we basic forces acting on a sail and pendicular to the motion of the 
Ball cetera ‘to bring ane this produces motion. The center of boat (Fig. 3, b). The heeling force 

jouse material amelae here effort (AP in Fig. 2) is the point produces the characteristic tip” of oo ‘ on the sail where all forces are the hull or heel, while the forward 
eons a sailboat wie fo as ‘ assumed to originate. force (which a be balanced by 

resu 0 ne aero rynamic orce O: the dra f ‘ull roduces for- 

the wind upon its sails, the reader Lift Forces ward Se Ok Hie ) prod 
should have a knowledge of the Aevodjanente Ute by thw wacl: of 
ature is force — i re 
rat peadines oe anche “wee the low pressure area mentioned FORCE Ine 

above. It acts perpendicular to the 
Characteristics of Wind apparent wind and produces the The analysis here is basically a 

Wind is an unstable fluid. It is desired forward motion. lift-drag analysis for the three 

influenced by land masses, ther- 
mals, and air-water temperature 
differences. These influencing fac- APPARENT WIND 
tors produce local variations 
(sometimes considerable) in the 
main airflow. While these varia- 
tions must be kept in mind by the BOAT DIRECTION - 
sailor, we will assume constant AND SPEED — 
velocity and direction for sim- 
plicity. 

Any sailboat in motion is pro- 
pelled by the apparent wind which TRUE WIND 
is produced by its own direction | . . 
and velocity of the true (actual) Hai 11 Direction: of apparent wind. 
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major points of sailing—The up- | eS eo rti“‘<‘~‘ YC;*t*~*” wind case (the beat), the reach, — Ff... 6A 
and the downwind case (the run). ( seceseee eee 

A boat is beating when it is sail- | 7 i am 
P « ‘ i -  ——EB ea 

ing as close to the wind (wind, in | 98 Oe 
this report, is always apparent ee mica 7 
wind) as possible—generally at an Poe a a aie 

angle of about 30 degrees. The 
apparent wind parallelogram shows This U.W. Hoofer Club M-20 is shown flying a ‘‘chute” or spinnaker. The jib and main- 
that wind increases in magnitude sail are well trimmed to get the most speed for the given wind direction. 

ewan 4 8 4 Photo by Paul Neevel, Hoofer Sailing Club 
on this point of sail. This is an im- 
portant point, as will be seen later. ee 

Jibsails are the controlling factor 
when sailing to weather—they pro- 
duce the main forward forces. The 
action of the wind on a jib pro- a po pi LOW PRESSURE AREA 
duces heeling forces very large 
compared with the total forward 
force. The forward force appears A 
small in the figure, but because of 
the increased wind velocity it may, 
in fact, be quite large. pe a 8 MasT =~ 

From Fig. 6, it is evident that A |S THE CENTER OF EFFORT 

the initial flow over the jib influ- 
ences the flow over the mainsail. 
This occurs most with large jibsails 
and small slot widths. The effect 
is to cause backwind—Flow which 
strikes the mainsail from the back, Fig. 2: Location of center of effort. 
destroying its shape. Eddy currents 
are formed which decrease the 

(Continued on page 22) 
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“We found by actual experience A 
* 5 . 2 . 59 

that Dickey’s urethane joint is tops. 
That's what Galliano Orfei said when asked about superior compression characteristics, this urethane 
the various materials used for pipe joints. He also Coupling offers many other advantages. High load- 
said, “When you listen to everybody's story, it’s bearing capacity . . . resilient hardness stability . . . 
hard to know why a sewer pipe joint made of one sustained flexibility . . . immunity to cold flow... 
particular material is better than another. resistance to the acids, alkalis, sewer gas and indus- 

‘ 5 , trial wastes normally f i . 
“But the thing that sold me on urethane is that it y found in sewers 
retains its compression. | know from experience There’s no question about it .. . urethane is un- 
that any other material just won't do this. equaled for sewer pipe joints. That’s why it’s used 
” _ : exclusively for the Dickey Coupling. 

| also know that joints under constant compression Y ¥ ping 
assure sewers that will remain tight. This means a 
lot to a community because sewage treatment costs 

are rising and any ground water that enters the line {| C= ICKE Wanita glazed clay pipe 
has to be treated, too. This just makes treatment 
costs that much higher.” W. S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. 

o . . . BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA « FT. DODGE, IOWA e KANSAS CITY, 

Mr. Orfei’s reaction to the Dickey urethane Coupling MISSOURI * MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI « ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
is typical of thousands of others. In addition to the SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS »« TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS 

If it’s made of clay it’s good... if it’s made by Dickey it’s better 
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if you're a good, ™SN 
- oni ) 

play-it-safe thinker, 

witha 
- - 

step-at-a-time philosophy... 
you’re not geared for the pace of things at Celanese. 

No other major corporation in our industry has grown so Like rewards based on performance—not on how old you 
fast. In the last ten years, sales have zoomed from $286.4 are, or how long you've been with us. By the same token, 
million to over $1 billion. we do not subject you to long formal training programs. 

But that’s just the beginning of the beginning. We do have a deep interest in helping you grow just as 
We have a lot of serious growing to do. Right now. And fast as you can. And in giving you as much responsibility 

some substantial, ground-floor opportunities to offer you. as you can handle. 
If you can help us grow. We believe that is the reason for our success—and as- 
We need competent, imaginative, flexible people — with sured growth—in international markets for chemicals, 

degrees in chemistry, chemical or mechanical engineer- fibers, plastics, coatings, petroleum and forest products. 
ing, physics, or industrial engineering. People who can be- If a pace like this sounds good to you, discuss us 
come a part of our continuing leadership in areas such as with your faculty and placement officer. And see our 
acetyl chemicals, vapor-phase and liquid-phase oxidation representative when he is on campus. Or write to: John 
processes, fiber technology. And many more. B. Kuhn, Manager of University Recruitment, Celanese 

Frankly, we expect a lot. But we offer even more. Corporation, 522 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10036. 
Ce, an equal opportunity employer 

CELANESE 
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YACHT SAILS continues trom pase 19 

pressure drop on the main. This 
TOTAL FORCE ~ “slot effect” is hard to avoid and 

#OTRL FORCE |“HEELING FORCE must be lived with on the beat. 

Because of the slot effect, analy- 

eer = sis of forces on the mainsail is more 
DRAG FOWARD FORCE- difficult. The eddies produced do 

not exhibit the properties of well 
o oe oriented flow, but have random, 

DIREC. OF MOTION highly turbulent, motion. Tests con- 
“WIND ducted with this type of flow have 

found that the lift force decreases 
Fig. 3: Resolution of forces. in magnitude by about 50 percent, 

while the drag force increases by 
about 10 percent. The directions of 
these forces do not change. The 

-=—e—_—T result of the reduction is lift and 

the increase in drag is to reduce the 
forward force to a point where it is 
almost negligible while leaving an 

NO SAIL: AREA appreciable heeling force. 

Pl If we add all of the above forces 
(Fig. 7), we find the following 
things: 

CLOSE REACH 1). The total heeling force is 
JE very large compared with 

the total forward force. 

2). The forward force is small, 
CaEAN REACH but due to the large wind 

velocity is greater than would 
be expected. 

3). The mainsail adds little to 
the forward force. 

BROAD REACH 

ARROWS REPRESENTS 

APPARENT WIND 

DIRECTION 

FORCE FROM MAIN 
—— RUN 

Fig. 4; The sailing circle. 

’ 
7 TRUE 

a / 
APPARENT 

SLOT WIDTH 

HEEL —--—--—— 

press 

’ 1 ee 
FWD 

Fig, 6: The slot effect. Fig, 7: Forces on the boat. 
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Sail Trim 

At this point, a discussion of sail A DEAD AIR POCKET 
trim becomes necessary. A sail is SSE 
properly trimmed if the apparent > yw 
wind is just parallel to the sail at wy 
the point of entry (Fig. 8). As the \\/-SPINNAKER 
sail is eased (let out), the length 372 e 
“A” in (b) becomes straight and 
begins to luff, an action similar to B 
the flapping of a flag. This is differ- 
ent from the back winding dis- 
cussed earlier, but has the same 
effect. 

MAINSAIL 

on ee po a FOWARD 

fo ewe 
asa ae en ae Fig. 9: Forces on a board reach. 

The mainsail of this M-20 is luffing badly. 

When the sail is trimmed too 
tight the flow velocity must in- PROPER TRIM LUFFING 
crease over the top of the sail. It 
attempts to do this, but becomes 
turbulent in the process. Again, A \ 
eddies are produced and the sail is ee \ 
stalled, reducing efficiency. O 

All of the forces discussed previ- 
ously are altered if the sails are not 
perfectly trimmed. Keeping this in 
mind, we are ready to discuss the 
reach, Fig. 8: Luffing of the sail. 

The Reach 

A boat is sailing on a reach when 
the wind is between 30 degrees of The close reach is similar to the and has decreased in velocity, the 
the bow and dead aft. Two cases beat, with the following excep- new sail trim has forced the lift 
will be considered—The close tions: the slot effect is reduced or force to assume a more forward 
reach and the broad reach. Wind eliminated, allowing the main sail direction, resulting in a larger for- 
directions producing these cases to do its full share of work. Al- — ward force. 
will be seen in Fig. 4. though the wind has moved aft (Continued on next page) 
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YACHT SAILS continves 
i; 

a —COri—“—~wr—S—SSeSsSsSsésésésSSSsSeeeeeesSsSsSS | The broad reach is perhaps the 
hr 4 most difficult of all points of sail 
| i #6 f/f to analyze because of the interac- 

—...,l,.,D,rlrw”r””~*”~:~”~—”—~™C”CsCSC ]/ tion of the flat plate effect and the 
—.,—rmrt~—“—OOO—:CS:SsiszSSizK;SCNR — : normal airflow relations on the 
—rt~—~—~—~—~—~—C | fhe mainsail. The spinnaker is also an 
—..l.,.rlrt,rrtrt*~*~r”~—~i<‘“‘“‘i‘i‘ ®C;*@*S influencing factor on the main be- 

FFF cause it exhibits more or less nor 
— ——lmrUr—~r,..C=Csti‘C rSEUC;SSCO*Sw™OwsO~s—~—~SC”:sSC CL mal airflow patterns. This creates 

i .rrt—“—i™OCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCCOCOWVCrstisCWSCisiCKSs«CizsQSCésSCML CC approximate airflow patterns are 

DLrmrt~—~—.U.....-=SsSOi ZCC_eseeral location of the pressure drop 
So  rlmrrr”rt—“‘“‘“‘“C ‘“‘OéOOCOsOsOsCSCOs~stsCsiswswC*Cs*Osw~CswS*s*OSOs*sS*SCSC—C—C—CCCCCOCOOOCOC in the spinnaker, while point “B” is 

a - ees a Ff. sees composed into forward and heeling 
i. i. = =. ______ components. Note that the heeling 

i aeetssiai‘(‘iCOCOCOitCtC force is becoming small. 

hh, ~=——— |; $2 plate effect is only influence 
SA —__—_Clm both the main and the chute (by 

rr OO ”—ti<“‘“—SOSCSC—CSO Cs virtue of the dead air pocket in the 
ee ee —“‘i CC | pp 6 center of the sail). This case can 

Po ff _— | be analyzed by using a simplified 
> ff , representation as shown in Fig. 10. 

t . Ae rl The heeling force has now dis- 
sous if rj appeared. 

b< ee 

The close reach. Notice how the skipper is ‘hiked out” to counteract 7 CHUTE 
the large heeling force. 

The mainsail acts very much the beam. A jib is not suitable 
same as the jib, producing a for this point of sail. Fig. 10: The flat plate effect on the run. 
larger total force due to its bigger 2). The flat plate effect. This is 
size. Because of the large resulting an extremely important Con: 
forward force (Fig. 9), the close sideration in all down wind CONCLUSION 

wes the wind mower afta mone bea eee i i nei NS es art, eased about 90 degrees; with t is hoped that the analysis in ber of things begin to happen. the wind far enough aft, a this report will aid the sailor in see- 
First, a headsail change to a spin- normal airflow is not possible ing what makes his boat go. We naker or “chute” is advisable. Sec- and the sail acts like a board have covered, in qualitative terms, 
ond, the “flat plate” effect begins to held perpendicular to a the basic aerodynamic concepts of 
make itself felt. In detail: stream of water. The normal airflow over a sail, and have ex- 

1). The headsail change. The lift and drag relation dis- tended this to a force analysis of a 
use of a chute is dictated be- appears and the forward boat under various points of 
cause of the better aerody- force becomes dependant on sailing. 
namic shape it will assume sail area and wind velocity —_A 
when the wind is aft of the only. y 
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Well, here are a few things you can do: designing, installing and maintaining advanced communica- 
5 ge tions services for government, industry and home customers 

Plan and design data communications networks. in the area served by your local company. 

Engineer microwave relay, telemetry and switching You will be given immediate responsibility with a chance to 
systems. prove your potential early. And from then on you'll have every 

Advise and consult on total communications systems. opportunity to advance your career as rapidly as you can. 
. You may work with the Telephone Company in your home 

Advance your education—at our 18-month work-study area or with any one of the other 21 Bell System Companies 
course at Bell Telephone Laboratories, or our data in other parts of the country. 

communications school at Cooperstown, N.Y., or one If you'd like to be in the forefront of rapidly developing 
of many colleges we send men to for advanced study. communications changes and innovations, call or write: 

Anticipate and plan the future of communications. Personnel Manager, College Employment 
American Telephone & Telegraph Company 

The opportunities for working with a Bell Telephone 195 Broadway, Room 21164 ZA ATal 
Company are endless, and challenging... and now! New York, New York 10007 and Associated Companies 

You will work with the scientists and engineers at Bell Phone: Area Code 212 + 393-3687 
Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric Company or contact your local Bell Telephone Company. 
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Some say we specialize in power... i 
power for propulsion ... power for \ i 
auxiliary systems . .. power for aircraft, 
missiles and space vehicles .. . power for 
marine and industrial applications... ae 
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they're right. And wron 

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for 
we believe that people are a most 

. important reason for our company’s success. We act 
AR Sil, on that belief. 

: | a eNi\ We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate 
Be. - oa aan them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a 

ae ce : ‘\ leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, 

n: 8 Be \\ graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push 

i a ! into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 

aie i ; t V| reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can 
12.8 i A | manage. Reward them well when they do manage it. 
co gil 

4d ae nf iP ' 

. be Bs atl You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's 
a Ne j v success...if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: 
rv i peta) MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL 
Ye ia ge , e CHEMICAL e CIVIL ¢ MARINE e INDUSTRIAL 
are ENGINEERING e PHYSICS « CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 

Sees hs 
“ : fie e CERAMICS « MATHEMATICS e STATISTICS 

ee i e COMPUTER SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
e ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult 

your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. 

Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, 

East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

fps U 

i WK 2 . 
me a He Pratt & Wh itney A I re raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

oN - Ss CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
apie OS An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Shell is a pair of sneakers—made from 
our thermoplastic rubber. 

Shell is a milk container—we were a 
pioneer in the all-plastic ones. 

Shell is a steel island—we are installing 

deepwater platforms for drilling and produc- 
ing offshore oil and gas. 

Shell is a clear, clean country stream 

—aided by our non-polluting detergent mate- 
rials. 

Shell is a space capsule control—ener- 

gized by Shell's hydrazine catalyst. 

Shell is food on the table—made more 
plentiful by Shell's fertilizers. 

Shell is mileage gasoline—developed 
through Shell research. 

Shell is a good place to build a career 

Shell is an integrated research, engineer- business, Shell offers an unusual spectrum 
ing, exploration and production, manufac- of career opportunities. Why not find out 
turing, transportation, marketing organiza- more about them by sending a résumé to 
tion with diverse technical operations and = Manager, Recruitment Division, The Shell 
business activities throughout the United Companies, Department E, 50 West 50th 
States. To talented graduates in the Street, New York, New York 10020. An 
scientific disciplines, engineering and Equal Opportunity Employer. 

THE SHELL me 

Shell Oil Company/Shell Chemical Company \\_ZJ 
Shell Development Company/Shell Pipe Line Corporation. 
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e LAKE MICHIGAN: May Be Hazardous To Your Health 

LTHOUGH Lake Michig: ; x 1 i ent. f 
hy Dean Schultz A: whole is not yet seriously Fhese organteme to iat onthe 

CE4 polluted, it is in great danger wastes, they require oxygen which 
of becoming so in the near future. they obtain from the water into 
Indicative of the mounting prob- which the wastes are dumped. The 
lem is the situation in Green Bay presence of a large amount of 
and its tributary streams. In this wastes significantly reduces the 
area alone, industry discharges dissolved oxygen content and hin- 
some 160 million gallons of waste ders the reduction of further added 
per day into rivers, streams and wastes. The result is pollution. 
Green Bay itself. Thus by measuring the oxygen 

In the following article these two content of the water, we have a 
areas will be discussed as to the good indication of the degree of 
major sources of pollution, the pollution of the sample. 

quantities of the polluting wastes Another indication of the pres- 
and the actions recommended by ence of organic wastes in a water 
the Federal Water Pollution Con- supply is the presence of a certain 
Brot sAstoninistnafion to correct the _ type of bacteria. These bacteria are 
problem. The discussion will also called coliforms and are found nat- 
include a look at the effects of the rally in the intestines of all warm- 
pollution to date and thus illustrate blooded animals. These coliforms 
oe cee i eae the pollution _ pass out of the body with the feces 
problem is altecting everyone in and are able to survive relatively 
the State of Wisconsin. This dis- well outside of their environment. 
cussion will by no means cover all They are not harmful in them- 

the sources of pollution of Lake selves, but they serve as good indi- 
Michigan; only the major contribu- ators of the presence of human 
tions by the inhabitants of the or animal wastes. By counting the 

State of Wisconsin will be inves- number of coliforms in various 
tigated. samples and keeping records of 

these counts over a period of years, 
WHAT IS WATER POLLUTION? one a pee, He pollution trends 

Such things as the presence of ©ver this period. 
refuse, oil on the water’s surface ; 3 

hi : — Polluting Potential 
or high concentrations of undesir- ; 
able chemicals are all considered Thus far we have decided to 
to be pollution. The presence of eae the degree of pollution 
organic wastes, however, is com- y measuring the amount of dis- 
monly considered to be the most solved Oxygen: 1n the water which, 
significant indication of pollution, im turn, indicates the approximate 
Pollution as a result of such wastes | amount of organic wastes present. 
must be measured relative to an But we are mainly interested in the 

accpetable standard or base value. Source a these polluting ie 
The most widely used index to pol- | net in how much damage they 
lution is the dissolved oxygen con- have already done. Therefore, we 
tent of the water. must measure the ability of a waste 

to cause pollution, that is, its oxy- 
Oxygen Requirements gen consuming capacity. By run- 

Organic wastes are decomposed ning certain tests on waste sam- 
and rendered relatively stable by __ ples, it is possible to determine the 
micro-organisms found naturally in amount of oxygen micro-organisms 

the wastes themselves and in the (Continued on next page) 
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LAKE MICHIGAN POLLUTION | oninca 
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required to reduce a waste to a lation of the area (and this is after storm water along with the indus- 
stable condition. This quantity is treatment). trial and raw sewage, comprises 
known as the biochemical oxygen Industrial. Although a great deal a primary source of Milwaukee ys t t gha 8 Pp y 
demands of the waste. Human of industrial waste is handled by County stream pollution and thus 
wastes also require oxygen to be the municipal treatment plants, greatly affects the adjacent waters 
decomposed, and by expressing in- some industries in the area do dis- of Lake Michigan into which they 
dustrial wastes in terms of the oxy- charge their treated wastes directly empty. The sewage reaches the 
gen consuming capacity of human into Lake Michigan. A 1964 study streams because the treatment 
wastes, one may easily visualize Showed four industries to be dis- plants are not designed to handle 
the polluting power of industrial charging a total of 4 million gal- the additional flow caused by the 
wastes relative to human wastes. lons per day of waste into the storm waters. All the sewage can- 
This correlation is designated as Lake. The total waste load is esti- not, therefore, be properly treated 
the Population Equivalent (PE). mated at 150,000 PE per day. and some of it is expelled into the 
Thus an industrial waste load of Table 2 summarizes the data. county’s streams. Designing plants 

100 PE is equivalent in oxygen Combined Sewers. Yet another handle storm water flows is im- 

consuming power to the raw source of pollution in the Milwau- practical, but a separate sewerage 
wastes of 100 people. With these kee area are the combined sewers. system would virtually eliminate 
general concepts in mind, let us These sewers carry both storm the problem. Let us now look 
take a look at the major sources of | water runoff and sanitary sewage, briefly at some of the pollution 
pollution in the previously men- and it is estimated that during pe- — S°UTCes other than those which 

tioned areas. iods of heavy runoff an approxi- supply organic wastes. 
mate 111,600 PE waste load is Agriculture and Land Runoff. In 

SOURCES OF POLLUTION discharged into the Milwaukee 1963-1964 a survey was conducted 
Pollution sources are varied and Harbor per day. This overflow, in the Lake Michigan watershed to 
20, Halon sources are varied an consisting of large amounts of | determine the amounts of phos- 

widely distributed. They range 
from paper mills to lighthouse sta- 

tons and contribute an. equally Table 2—Major Industrial Waste Sources (Direct Discharge) 
wide variance of waste types and : 
quantities. Some of these wastes — — 
are extremely strong, same are rel- Waste 
“a ae ¢ "cake a otk sts ko © m , Industry Location Effluent Flow 
atively weak. The effects also vary (Product) PE/day | (mgd) 
in type and degree. By breaking — - rs ren Lint (SIS 
the sources down into several main peter Cooper Corp. (Glue and Gelatin) | omecrsce 25,000 oT 
categories, it will be much easier to Western Condensing Co. (Condensed Milk 
study the exact problem and com- Ls ers 6 I fdell 2 ot 
are relative : “os Libby, McNeil, & Libby (Canned Vegetables) ackson 5 22 

pare relative pollution figures. Let Krier Preserving Co. (Canned Vegetables) .| Random Lake 70 0.1 
us first consider the Milwaukee ss | 
Aveip TOTALS - oe 25,260 | 4.1 

Milwaukee Area 

The Milwaukee area includes a 
large portion of Southeastern Wis- Table 3—Miscellanous Pollution Sources Milwaukee Area 

consin. Inclded in’ this. area is See 
nearly one-third of the state’s Pollution Source Type | Amount 

population and a good portion of oO — — ~ 
its industry. Nearby Lake Michi- Federal Installations 
gan has proved to be a handy 1) U.S. Coast Guard Station 
Bo tacl I f e | oO nt on f a Milwaukee Harbor Raw sewage from 3-man receptacle for the area’s wastes, complement 150 gpd 
but the consequences are begin- 2) Milwaukee Defense Area Housing 
ning to show Brown Deer.___.-. - _| Sanitary wastes 1,000 gpd 

. . 3) Milwaukee Defense Area Housing- . 
Municipal. Municipal waste 5: W. Bayshore Estates... .._.__.. | Sanitary wastes 200 gpd 

Huents represent the lareest Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District 
SEM TEDECsen ne larges (Jones Island Plant). __ __.| Phosphates 6,600 #/d 
source of pollution in the Milwau- Milwaukee River and Tributaries ____. _| Phosphates 2,700 #/d 

kee area. The 19 municipal waste Ships and Boats 3 
. 1) Commercial. “ a .| Cargo, dunnage, bilge, not 

treatment plants in the area serve ballast water, fuel, gar-| measured 

a present population of 1,080,000. oy a bage, sanitary wastes 4 : 
malaces nae Ser, . 2) Recreational. .- il, gasoline, garbage an not In addition, these plants handle sewave from cooking and| meaired 

an industrial waste load of 1,570,- . toilet facilities _ 
000 PE. The total daily discharge Dredging rr Dredged fatertel depos: not 4 
to the waters of the area is an efflu- Cake SEAEY ROEMORS Ol) Bicesure 
ent of 360,000 PE—1/3 the popu- _ 
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phates and other chemicals which cach day, in addition to those from —_ major fishery in the state, as well 

reach Lake Michigan through run- runoff, from the municipal waste as a major portion of the state’s 

off, Phosphate pollution can result discharges into rivers and Lake paper industry. This area, in con- 
in uncontrolled growth of algae — Michigan itself. trast with the Milwaukee area, re- 

and its following decay. This de- This completes the list of sig-  ceives its greatest waste volume 

- results in oxygen depletion nificant pollution sources in the from industry. 

anc oo ceatiesiets because of Milwaukee Area. In summary, it Municipal. Seventy-five munici- 
its unsightly appearance, objection- —_ may be seen that the major pollu- I «waste: sewage: treximent facil: 
ble 6d6%s d filter_cl . E . pal waste sewage treatment facil 
able odors, and filter-clogging _ tion source is that of domestic sew- _jties in the Green Bay area, after 

- . s Say . s y area, after 
properties. In the Milwaukee River age. The treatment plants in the ; 9 

ee : : es ants int removing 60% of the oxygen de- 
basin soluble phosphate runoff is area discharge some 167 million di ial dish 4 

: d 11.000 pound i manding material, discharge a 
estimated at I1, pounds per gallons of treated wastes into Lake aste | f a 
year. Other chemicals are also be- ichi iti waste load of 006.000 Ek arte 
eomin nuisances because of hich Michigan every day. In addition, — Green Bay or its tributary streams. 

sauces atine i. Sxié Hvar ed there are various amounts and Sixty percent of this effluent comes 
. “ types of pollutants from industry from eight treatment plants along 
streams in the area. Examples of and agriculture which add to the he L F iver b ; 
hi th ticides DDT ¢ ; the Lower Fox River between 
these are the pesticides > pollution problem in the area. The — Neenah-Menasha and Green Ba 

: ‘ ‘ ay. 
EPN, Malathion and Parathion, all Green Bay area presents another Table 4. pre i ne 
of which are being employed in 7 . h Tati blem: able presents the municipal 

; : : view into the pollution problem; — waste inventory of the area. Exam- 
increasing amounts. let us now investigate the northern ination of Table 4 reveals that 

ree Other sources of portion of the state. some facilities remove as little as 
pollution in the area which are not 20% of the oxygen consuming 
yet major polluting forces are Green Bay Area wastes and that some municipali- 
listed, along with their pollutants, The Green Bay area includes ties actually discharge wastes 

in Table 3. It should be noted that — most of the northern part of the greater in oxygen consuming 

considerable amounts of phos- state bordering Lake Michigan. power than the wastes of the city’s 

phates are contributed to the lake | Within the area is centered the (Continued on page 35) 

Table 4—Municipal Waste Inventory of Major Communities, Green Bay Area, Michigan and Wisconsin 

Miles Popula- Dis- 

Community Receiving Stream Above | Treatment tion Raw charged 
Mouth Connected PE* PE 

GREEN BAY PERIMETER 

Oconto... - ore a sseax | Oconto River. ...--...-+-. - 1.30 Secondary 4,700 | 10,300 1,360 

POSHLIEG seco csr acerca _..----| Peshtigo River - - 11.70 Secondary 2,800 2,800 933 

Marinette. __ ee eee .| Menominee River_-__.- - : 1.60 Primary 13,000 15,000 10,000 

Menominee.___......---.---- | Menominee River. sigur arama 1.60 | Primary 11,280 3,610 2,180 

Escanaba_..........---.-----| Portage Creek_ sce eeeeseee 1.20 Secondary 15,390 11,750 2,580 

Gladstone___.- sce ees ase Little Bay de Noc_ oe . 0 Primary 5,260 5,200 4,100 

LOWER FOX RIVER 

Green Bay..............-----] Fox River_. eoonenann ges 0.30 | Secondary | 88,280 | 190,000 62,000 

De Pere_._____ _...--.| Secondary ~_ ai rasa 6.80 Secondary 10,000 13,500 6,380 

Appleton... -- ~~ - govus'| POX RVEroccs ee — 29.80 Secondary 47,000 110,450 70,030 

Little Chute... .- “ _-..| Fox River_ - a 25.80 Secondary 5,100 5,100 1,000 

Kimberly __.._- _.....---| Fox River - won = 27.10 Secondary 5,400 5,400 540 

Kaukauna. _ __......-.| Fox River pee 23.60 Secondary | 10,100 | 9,600 4,800 

Neenah and Menasha_........ | Little Lake Butte Des Morts. ---- 37.60 Primary 32,705 | 50,000 | 36,000 

UPPER FOX RIVER 
Fond du Lac.._._.- _......| Lake Winnebago. - -- a nee! 74.30 Secondary | 33,000 | 54,000 | 11,000 

Oshkosh _.- schema _....| Fox River - Woe 57.40 Secondary 50,685 | 60,000 | 31,200 

IDO eres crererencieminreene a Silver Creek _- as 120.70 Secondary 6,765 | 8,000 200 

Berlin...__-~-- oe eee Fox River_ 3s te 87.90 Secondary 4,830 | 14,580 2,412 

Portage... -_-__- _....| Fox River__ Wo. a 161.40 Secondary 7,800 | 13,000 1,500 
8 

WOLF RIVER 

Walpaca.....2s2.2sue _..| Waupaca River - enone 112.80 Primary 4,000 4,840 3,630 

New London _......--| Wolf River._-. 5 eat 114.00 Secondary 5,300 15,400 5,460 

Clintonville._..._..........-] Pigeon River.....-.-.-....------] 150.80 | Secondary 4,800 6,000 1,320 

Shawano_. _ oo... | Wolf River. .-----.....-..-..--| 184.30 | Secondary 6,300 15,000 2,600 

MENOMINEE RIVER 
Tron Mountain-Kingsford.____ | Menominee River. - - -- — =| 95.40 | Primary 14,370 | 9,400 | 5,530 

| a 

*P.E.=1/6 pound per-day BOD ;. 
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dont just k 

h e 

They make a career out of it. 

It’s true. People do make a is to conduct the business in such it to us. We welcome the oppor- 
eareer out of Texas Instruments. a way that you retain your individ- tunity to give you a comprehensive 

And we plan it that way. uality and can relate your own per- look at Texas Instruments and what 

Since World War II, TI has sonal goals to those of the company. we have to offer. 

grown 200-fold to a $580-million And finally, yes, because you'll Continuing planned growth in 

billings level. Yet, with all this find TI a different kind of com- Research & Development, Mate- 

growth, it has not been necessary pany. Different in management rials, Components, Equipments and 

for us to go outside the company to philosophy. Different in organiza- Systems, and Services. 

fill a principal managerial position. tional structure. Different in the For you th Ch toy of Tl 

You may be saying to yourself, way we seek and do business. ae f one ~ on “check your place: 

“That’s fine, but can TI keep grow- We have a comprehensive bro- en Peet 

ing at a rate that will offer me the chure which will show you some ee Ee ae |) ter, P. 0. Box 

same opportunities?” of the ways we are different, some iw a oa eo 

Our answer is yes. of the reasons why we can offer you oe 
Yes, because we have set a new really exciting growth opportuni- es CU eel ° 

growth goal— to become a $3-bil- ties in a wide range of disciplines. os ae A TO 

lion company in the next decade. Then, if you like what you read, Agee ©’ er 

Yes, because one of our impor- we hope you'll fill out the resume Ene nowe meaner va 
tant management responsibilities | attached to the last page and mail Se SEN 

y 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
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Cee reer moving lCOrsts«CisS~sSste 

Pee eee ae eG - her with Delco Radio, the mover " ‘o> . - le 
ae ee See 7 Get together 9 mistake—the pace !S fast ee. ee 
ee electronics. Make n ur people thrive on it. -. 2. 2 rt 
a and demanding. But our peo state of the : 7 

ee nn i ball, pushing the OS —— [ENG eee: eee ve having a ' ‘ d at re 

i So ae | They f sight in microelectronics an _— — 2 Ce 
V/ Jee eee 1 ear out of st ew — UL —er—S=OBE } TOD ei Le art clea! h programs... 9 re eS Lm,” 

ee WE ghey ee 2 : arc! -— § Ff. ie 2 
er Me wo silicon devices. New rese ‘ P and plenty of Se 

= An | ducts... new equipment. . « 5a) rover hme 
; CC produ! ‘ties for neW people. Electrical tr | ee 

he | MEW OPTS a Engineers. Physicists. |. . _ 
vanes ‘wi Engineers. Mechanical Eng “ (2 - | — 

eee - E hLr Metallurgists. Physical Ch / = | 
ee ty i ity. You'll 8 

gh | penefits—salary—communt y- . _ 2 
co Challenge Get your career moving i 

oe i. | find ‘em all at Delco. + terviewers when .. . 
i — .- ether with our inter : yo ee | es (8 now! Get tog Better yet. drop @ line to —.. —. se as . Be " i t— 

: a. | they visit your campus: © Salaried Employment. oe = 
Fo. shore, Supervisor. ea 
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LAKE MICHIGAN POLLUTION continues from page 31 
eee 

total population! It is in these facil- industries to provide adequate a look at the damage they have 
ities, then, that corrective action is waste treatment or allow pollution already done. 
necessary. But industry is an even to destroy its waters. In this brief 
bigger offender. look at the major sources of pol- EFFECTS OF POLLUTION 

Industrial. Industries in the lution m the State, one may’ sec . that it is primarily from industry The effects of pollution are as Green Bay area are by far the larg- a i est pollutors. They discharge into and municipal sewage treatment varied as the sources. Those effects 
Ebr str ey Tv 8 B facilities that the wastes emanate. that we can see, smell, feel and 

am if ary 8 Tee an ‘nie alone ay Now that we know where these taste are all very real and tangible 
itselt some muon Ballons per pollutants come from, let us take to us. Pollution, however, has many day of waste flow. This amounts to 
an equivalent raw waste flow from 

2,840,000 people—more than six Table 5—Industrial Waste Inventory (Major Industries) 
times the number of people served a 
by the area’s icipal treatment 
i e - bl s s presen h atm a Effluent | Effluent 
plants. Table 5 presents the major Company Name Location MGD PE 
offenders and their contributions — fe Sa 
to porneion with respect ri FOX RIVER 

strengt of waste e uen » Teveal- Green Bay Packaging Wonk ......| Green Bay | 2.10 | 199,800 | ing that the paper mills are the Chaniin Paper Prod.......--- _......| Green Bay 14.53 | 276,520 
an’. . “ arathon Paper SuNwaMeEeacus - Green Bay 21.38 282,520 | area's largest pollutors. Fort Howard Paper............. _........| Green Bay 13.42 | 170/640 | 
Many of the above companies ur 5. Paper Mills Corp... .------22-. De Bere —— eT | 

oo A . icolet Paper-..__.._....______...____...] De Pere 1.49 1,2 only screen their wastes before ex-  Gharmin_“Little Rapids... Little Rapids | 0.03 1368 pelling them into the rivers, thus Ghilmany Pulp & Paper sunatanaere : Kaukauna | 23.63 | 198,480 
as ‘ xe ombined Locks Paper_.....___- s ombined Locks 2.98 25,200 removing only a small part of the Kimberly-Clark... __._.___.._-| Kimberly | 12.69 | 316,440 polluting material. It is recom- Consolidated Paper. __ _-.............| Appleton | 7.96 | 201,720 
mended that these companies be OCONTO RIVER 

: 
NTO R required to remove 90% of the oxy- an gen demanding Matervials rather Scott Paper Co... ssc cx -| Oconto Falls | 11.30 | 168,000 

than the present 30% to 50% Only PESHTIGO RIVER 
when these industries are forced Badger Paper Co.._._-.....--_- _._.._.| Peshtigo { 5.50 | 137,400 
to clea ill the rivers once o¢ he ses fi cation and MENOMINEE RIVER 
more de:suitable 1Or recreation an Kimberly-Clark... ......-. _._| Niagara 10.10 | 104,160 water supply. Scott Paper Co... ----.----..-.-----.| Marinette 7.30 | 317,400 

Scott Paper Co.........-_ : .| Menominee 1.00 5,460 
Phosphates. The Green Bay area Marathon Corp... __ si Menominee 1.60 26,460 

provides a tremendous amount of 7 : 
soluble phosphates to its streams, oo, FOX RIVER (Cont.) 
and the bay each Based Riverside Paper. ._. a - Appleton 1.89 | 11,640 and the bay each year. Based on Fox River... ___ . __.......| Appleton — | . 

studies done on samples taken from Whiting Paper = ase oe iraee Eee! Menasha 0.15 768 
at 5 4 arathon Paper. ______ - arncaa se enasha = = 
eight pilot watersheds in the area, John Strange Paper_.........__- -.-.-| Menasha 1.74 10,080 the phosphate runoff is estimated Gilbert Paper...-----.-. __.| Menasha 1.11 6,240 

imberly—Clark........_. SoH - Neenah 5.71 14,400 at 0.1 pound per acre per year. Bergstrom Paper._.......................| Neenah 1.10 | 227080 This amounts to a total of 1,167,000 Kimberly-Clark (Badger Globe)......_._...] Neenah 1.07 23040 
s 1. Another imberly—Clark (Neenah Div.)..._._... Neenah | 0.83 3,528 pounds per year total. Another Chicago Pickle.......................__.| Redgranite 0.08 1800 even greater source is the munici- 

pal sewerage system. The phos- ESCANABA 
phates present in human wastes Mead Cot pecan um araumvannconracet | Escanaba | 6.80 | 66,900 
and; synthetic detergents sare: ve: © ————__————— 
sponsible for a total discharge of 
2,770,000 pounds of phosphates per 
year to the area’s streams. Sam- Table 5—Miscellaneous Pollution Sources, Green Bay 
pling of the major Green Bay trib- SSS eee SSS 
utaries at the mouth indicates that Pollution Source Type Amount 
about five million pounds of sol©—©—_—-2--2222YHYYT7YVT7T | 
uble phosphates enter Green Bay — Combined Municipal Sewers_........| Raw Wastes 3-5 % of the combined 
each year! Here, then, is another Agricult 4 Band Bimned Pesiieides, Feriiit sew flow ji 

. : . griculture an an UTI es minor at: esticides, ertilizers not measure 
point on which attention and Green Bay Harbor Light Station.._._| Sanitary wastes 150 gpd 
action must be focused. : (untreated) 

Wisconsin is faced, then, with Ships and Boats_.-.....-..-.____. Same as for Milwau- | not measured 

the choice of forcing her cities and _ ee 
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LAKE MICHIGAN POLLUTION continued 
im a i gj ere epee ee REI 

indirect effects which are often of more than 35%! But closer exam- — Superintendent, Fish Management 
more serious than those mentioned _ ination of the table reveals that the Division, Wisconsin Conservation 
above. Lack of oxygen, the pres- situation is even worse than the Department: 
ence of high concentrations of totals indicate. The game fish have “Clearly the fishery has 
phosphates, and the contamination decreased, in general, while the changed Chan es ave beon 
of water supplies lead to effects Jess desirable rough fish have in- ; ‘ a ges 
which threaten not only our com- creased. The perch production has hehe 2 be and POOL oe 

fort but our very existence. dropped 90% in the past 20 years, ity a . a or 

Effects on the Commercial 35% of which has been in the last ee qua a sh. EO wer is not 
Fishing Industry two years. Trout production de- tudlen inthis picture; at has de- 

: : creased from 27,000 pounds annu- teriorated coldwater habitat and 
Oxygen is necessary for fish life ally in 1948 to no significant pro- rendered desirable spawning 

as well as for the reduction of or- : : : Z dé weel High biochenii 
a hea . ae duction in 1953. Although this grounds useless. High biochem1- ganic wastes by micro-organisms. : 1 d ad’ and ich 

The dissolved oxygen content of decrease was due partly to the in- cal oxygen Cemanc’ and’ enrich- 
the water determines the number _ Vasion by the sea lamprey, pollu- ment of bay waters .. . has 
and species of fish which will in- tion also accounted for part of this accentuated plant growths, 

habit a certain area. The rough eduction. A significant factor in plugged nets, and favored carp. 
fish, scavengers, and those of least the reduction of commercial fishing Fishermen complain of catching 
commercial value are able to exist income is the alewife. This fish was fish unacceptable for market be- 
in waters having a lower dissolved not present to any commercial sig- causes of off flavors, probably a 
oxygen concentration than game nificance until 1956, but by 1965 direct or indirect result of pollu- 
fish. Catfish, for example, can sur- it constituted almost one-half of tion. A sharp decline in produc- 
vive in water with as little as Img/ the area’s total production. This tion as a result of reduced fish- 
liter of dissolved oxygen while fish has a commercial value of $.01 ing is ample testimony of the 
trout require about 6mg/liter. The per pound and has displaced good quality of these waters and their 
greater the degree of pollution, the quality native species which com- fishery. Both pollution control 
smaller is the dissolved oxygen mand $.15 per pound or more. Is and aggressive management 
concentration, and consequently it any wonder commercial fisher- measures will be necessary to 
the water can support fewer fish = men are leaving the business? The restore the fishery to its normal 
in general and fewer game fish in alewife is also a pollution nuisance status.” 
particular. in itself due to the high mortality 

Table 7 illustrates the effects rates associated with their spawn- 
pollution has had on the commer- ing migrations. These are a few CORRECTING: THE POLLUTION 

: i 5 ; : fl PROBLEM 
cial fish production in Green Bay — examples of the changing picture 
over the past 20 years. It reveals of the fish life in Lake Michigan. Because man is selfish by nature, 
an overall reduction (in pounds) In the words of Charles N. Lloyd, he will not spend a million dollars 

Table 7—Fish Production from Southern Green Bay from 1944 through 1965. Figures are in pounds. 
cs ee 

| Menom- | | | | | | 
Trout | Whitefish | inee or Black | | | 

Year No.1 | No.1 | Pilot Fin Blue Fin Perch | Mullets | Carp | Catfish | Bullhead 
Fish | | | | | 

1944 1,500 | 3,000 10 85,000 475,000 | 2,400,000 | 100,000 | 1,160,000 | 60,000 | 150,000 
1945 24 1,200 700 | 123,000 | 1,436,000 700,000 | 1,078,000 | 1,751,000 | 85,000 | 289,000 
1946 | 270 | 1,920,000 9 44,000 | 2,471,000 682,000 868,000 | 1,167,000 | 89,000 | 171,000 
1947 | 2,900 616,000 10 19,000 | 3,101,000 654,000 705,000 973,000 | 38,000 | 219,000 
1948 | 27,000 | 402,000 27 68,000 | 4,427,000 830,000 537,000 | 1,024,000 | 25,000 | 106,000 
1949 | 5,000 183,000 23 78,000 | 3,782,000 606,000 608,000 | 1,320,000 | 26,000 81,000 
1950. | 394 77,000 7,000 56,000 | 3,275,000 481,000 384,000 | 1,113,000 | 22,000 58,000 
1951 04 52,000 42,000 | 2,575,000 667 ,000 234,000 | 1,101,000 | 10,000 41,000 
1952 | 21,000 79 4,000 | 2,548,000 | 1,088,000 242,000 | 1,068,000 7,000 48 ,000 
1953, | 36 6,000 33,000 | 1,602,000 | 1,191,000 360,000 | 1,102,000 4,000 62,000 
1954... 860 zs 35,000 | 1,430,000 | 1,009,000 319,000 | 1,329,000 8,000 93,000 
1955 | 23 110 9,500 | 1,361,000 | 1,330,000 342,000 | 1,847,000 4,000 88,000 
1956 7,000 | 1,242,000 | 1,353,000 361,000 | 1,822,000 8,000 44,000 
1957 - 7,000 895,000 | 1,073,000 380,000 | 2,032,000 5,000 31,000 
1958 16 8,000 514,000 994,009 363,000 | 1,223,000 500 22,000 
1959 sec ons 25 4,000 240,000 713,000 353,000 | 1,911,000 300 5,000 
1960 31 - 5,000 38,000 682,000 472,000 | 1,382,000 2,000 13,000 
1961 . 2,000 2,000 400 30,000 | 1,469,000 363,000 | 1,794,000 15 32,000 
1962 3,000 -|.---- 17,000 | 1,714,000 213,000 | 1,200,000 200 41,000 
1963 1,000 8,000 | 1,749,000 217,000 | 1,250,000 2,000 41,000 
1964 11,000 110 sis 2,000 | 1,090,000 172,000 | 1,305,000 100 32,000 
1965 - 743 50 12,000 4,000 238,000 121,000 | 2,006,000 500 18,000 

sg eh 
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to dispose of his company’s wastes | 
safely when he can simply dump | 
them in a nearby river and never | S f 
see them again. It is this part of | ome O Our 
human nature that we must attack. | ° 
We must enact laws and enforce | est engineers are 

these laws to keep our rivers and e 
lakes clean. Pollution programs are still students 
complicated, but it does not take e 
many words to state what is wrong 
with our present programs. Cities Take the head of one of our We try to make self-improvement 

and industries cannot or will not Systems Sections. He puts in a work- easy at AC Electronics—where we 
crammed week riding herd on the specialize in research, development 

spend funds to adequately treat | development of AC’s new Ship’s and production of guidance, naviga- 
their wastes. The enforcement of Self-Contained Navigation System tion and control systems for military, 
present antipollution laws is weak. (SSCNS). But come Tuesday nights, space and commercial applications. 

But laws are not the only answer. he’s down at the university (he’ll Our Career Acceleration 

A court order cannot purify wastes. have his Ph.D. next June). He’s one Program, covering both technical and 
We must first know how to purify of our top engineers. Still a student. management preparation, helps pave 

the Sewage and Hear @heniaal He s typical of our moonlighting . the way upward in your career. Our 
eM, BEWABe a CUES student” engineers who spend their Tuition Plan pays your tuition costs 

wastes are being treated by meth- | workdays on advanced projects like when you complete college-level 
ods which just do not do a satis- | Apollo, LM, Titan III, MAGIC courses. Full General Motors 
factory job. With more dangerous series on-board computers, Carousel career benefits along the way are 

wastes, better methods of disposal nd (AC's ne ee for ‘rd anater plus. fox! Bs 
ap ka ‘ gaa ew oeing’s new et), a fire-contro ou're completing your B.S. 

must be found. What we need is apes for the Main Battle Tank or MS in E.E., ME. Math or 

more knowledge, more money, and (a joint U.S.-Federal Republic of Physics, ask your college placement 
a new method of enforcement. Germany Program). officer about a General Motors /AC 
Once these three factors are sup- | Then there’s another kind of on-campus interview for positions at 

plied, pollution will be on the way | student engineer. He’s in college all three AC Electronics locations— 
out. | somewhere completing his degree. Milwaukee, Boston and Santa 

: He strives for the top grade in his Barbara. Or write directly to 

Tt must be pointed out that the | class. And usually rakes it. He has Mr. R. W. Schroeder, Director of 
only way pollution of our streams | no intention of calling his education Professional and Scientific Employ- 
and Lake Michigan can be arrested | quits when he graduates. He’s got his ment, AC Electronics Division, 
is through the concern of the citi- | feet on the ground and his eyes on Milwaukee, 
zen. The private citizen’s represen- the stars. He, too, may one day be AC ELECTRONICS wisconsin 

tatives make the laws which will | one of our best engineers. 53201. 
provide us with safe water. If the | Could we be talking about you? AG> oe 
public does not show concern for | LC”) 
their resources, no one will. | sas ea Gt UT FC 

Looking back, we see that the 
wastes of cities and industry are 
fast becoming a problem in the — 
pollution of Lake Michigan. This a 
is not a problem in theory, but a wy] 
very physical problem which we af a 
can see, taste, and feel. Our tour- : a 
ist industry (worth almost a billion _ ae 
dollars a year) is in serious danger. Cl 7 ie. 
Commercial fishing is becoming as 3 & 
unprofitable as shoeing horses and , — 
our favorite beaches are no longer - — 

useable. The old river where you a — 

caught trout as a youngster now A p Oo 
provides nothing more than un- ; 5 me: p 
sightly algae and unpleasant odors. _* 
Our laws need improvement and 4 wee 
enforcement. Our disposal methods _ , 
need updating and expansion. COEN TRICITY VECTOR <™ 
There is a very real need for pub- “— 
lic concern and action. It is the citi- [ 

zen who is to blame for the pol- i Ce ie Penton mie ks) _ 
lution and the citizen who can _ 

stop it. \ ee ees . 
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by James L. Anderson CE ‘67 

“A Trans World Airlines jetliner with 25 persons aboard and a small private plane appar- 
ently collided in flight today, sending both planes crashing to earth. There were no survivors. 

The air control center at nearby Dayton, Ohio—the next stop for the jetliner—reported 
both planes were on a collision course when the blips disappeared from its radar scope, an 
official said. He said the Dayton center informed the TWA plane of the collision course.” 

Such incidents as this cause — that there is much room for im- The main process of any air- 
many people to be deathly afraid — provement. A spokesman for the traffic control system is the same. 
of air travel. In fact, it causes some Airline Pilots Association said that The system determines the actual 
people to be so afraid that they more runway lighting and marking and intended positions of all air- 
will not travel by airplane. The is needed at 62% of our national craft under its guidance; it proc- 
purpose of this report is to show airports, rescue and fire fighting esses all the incoming data to arrive 
how air-traffic is operated in the services are below standard at 924, at the present and future relative 
United States and how this affects yynway visual range equipment is Positions of the aircraft and it then 
the safety of air travel. To do this, not available at 96%, airport sur- displays this information to the 
some background statistics on the _veillanoe gadar iy vot available at controller. The controller must then 
comparative safety of air travel 86% of the airports, tower facilities decide whether or not any action 
and automobile travel will be given : need be taken to avoid a collision; 
first: then a few of the control ate Ot Hvaalaile at Oh, theiaars and if action is necessary, it is his 
systems and electronic devices inadequate sunway clear zee 41d responsibility to decide what 
PE a a¥en an, 4 i Overrun areas at 60%, and addi- 
such as radar and automatic land- 4 th lighti d should be done. Although he acts 
ing systems will be explained. tional approach lig! iting ane, BUD: in accordance with standard regu- 

way end identification lights aly lations as to the separation of air- 
SAFETY STATISTICS needed at 710% of the airports. craft, he must temper these regu- 

a These figures include many of the ations with his own judgment in 
Just how safe air travel is can smaller airports which are not serv- such cases as bad weather, and 

best be illustrated by analyzing iced by the major national airlines, <9 on. 
statistics compiled throughout the but are serviced by the numerous 
development of air travel. When a regional airlines. They do not in- Growth of Systems 
person steps on a commercial air- clude private airports with grass The controller’s job has become 
liner the odds of him reaching his runways or those which only serv- more complicated because of the 
destination safely are 200,000 to 1 ice private planes. aor increase in air — 
in his favor. These odds are im- In 1939 there were approximately 
proving every year. In 1940, there COST OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT Pe enensee pee in the 
were 30 passenger fatalities per nited States. In , there were 
100 million neeaenpermlles In, The above percentages are very nore than 110,000 licensed to fly. 
1950, the percentage was 1.1. In LEADTESSIV.e and tend to make one These include 42,000 military 
1959, the percentage was .7 pas- wonder just how responsible the planes, 2,000 air carrier planes and 
senger fatalities per 100 million  @itlines and airports are in per 5.999 general aviation aircraft, 
passenger-miles, During 1959 forming their Services This lack of which include private planes. The 
there were 2.3 passenger fatalities facilities is not due to incompe- gir traffic control system has also 
per 100 million passenger miles in Gee but i a nk funds. a grown in an attempt to keep pace. 
motor vehicle transportation. So t c aie ok me 3 hat th As of January, 1961, there were 
one can see from these statistics Aviation Week, it says that the 12,350 ground controllers as com- 
that air travel is statistically safer funding of air-traffic control facil- pared to 4,700 in 1956. These con- 
than automobile travel and that it ‘ties by the Federal Aviation trotters are divided into teams, con- 
is improving every year; whereas, sony be a fal ath one Dillion sisting of two to five members, each 
in travel by automobile the acci- a oy y \ t . io al ‘alk j of which is responsible for a certain 
dent rates are increasing. only be a Tittle of what actually is sector of air travel such as commer- 

needed. With the development of Gia] private, and military 
the SST (super sonic transport), ; , , 

ee the costs for further development Network of Airways 
of control systems will increase and The basis for air-traffic control 

Although these safety statistics keep increasing with every new between airports is a nationwide 
are impressive, it is still evident innovation in aircraft design. network of airways which are 
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staked out by radio transmitters.  mitter which tells him his exact By requiring minimum distances 
These airways are the property of osition. These transmitters are lo- between planes in flight the FAA y’ y Pp Pp & 
the federal government and are cated throughout the country at actually provides a “protective co- 
operated by the Federal Aviation the intersections of the airways. coon” around the aircraft. An air- 
Agency which took over these and To help the pilot navigate along craft flying at 300 miles per hour 
all other regulatory duties from the airways, engineers are devel- needs a longitudinal separation of 
the Civil Aeronautics Association oping new systems that will be fifty miles and for a speed of 600 

ae on. December 31, = contained entirely aboard the air- miles per hour, the separation 
i: ‘hg oe Hadi a. as ees a craft. These systems will apply the should be 100 miles. As one can 

s eaailees tion (using the stars) and dead _ ies directly with the speed. The 
ie reckoning; both of which use the width of the “cocoon” is fixed at 

record of time flown along a known __ ten miles and its depth is also fixed 

PRE-FLIGHT ‘CHECKS initial position. This initial position at 1,000 feet when below 29,000 
Before a pilot can even take his need not be on the ground but can ‘feet and double these values at 

plane off the ground, he must go __ be an artificial earth-satellite. If a higher altitudes. When planes are 
through an entire series of opera- __pilot flies on a known heading, and under constant radar surveillance, 
tions. One thing he must do is to if he knows his position relative the controller may allow three 
file a flight plan with the nearest to an initial point, such as a satel- miles between aircraft, thus chang- 

air-traffic control center telling lite, he or an on-board computer ing the “cocoon” to a disk with a 

them which airways he intends to can calculate his position. radius of three miles and 1,000 feet 

use. It is also the pilot’s responsi- deep. 
bility to check the weather with — Estimated Time of Arrival Under bad weather conditions 
the weather bureau to find out The estimated time of arrival all aircraft must fly under air-traffic 
what kind of weather he will run (ETA) is also a method of control- control, but when the skies are 
into on his route. If there are any ling planes while in the air. The clear certain smaller aircraft can 

oe | oes cer he iauld traffic control center at which a fly by the see-and-be-seen method. 
Dee eee eee ene ee pilot has filed his flight plan uses This does not apply to military or 
ent airways. The last thing he ~ ‘ eg jet transport aircraft because of should do before starting his jour- this information to prepare a “flight . : . 
s | Aran Jc srogress strip” on which it enters their excessive speeds. The pilots 
ney is to go through his pre-flight — PT°8 sup . f ‘ irliners a head- t ‘ : the ETA of the flight at each one of two jet airliners on a head-on 
check list. This includes looking at ~ gat ; solligh “ourse have ~ : of its fixes. By keeping to these Collision course have only fifteen 
the exterior features of the aircraft Ss. bY ping <eeouds : Lolligg " 

: : times, the pilot assures himself that Seconds to avoid a collision when 
and an exterior check of the instru- > P : ° heir planes are five mil 

saté in the cockpit he will not conflict with any other ely planes are five mi es apart. 
ments in the cockpit. traffic on his airway. The traffic This is not enough time to avoid 

controller also keeps records of the collision because at the higher 

CONTROL OF FLIGHT the times that planes pass his fixes altitudes, the controls of the big 
Five of the basic methods of and if he finds a conflict between planes take several miles to “bite 

control of the aircraft while in two planes, he will tell one to hold "to the air and cause an. appre- 
flight will be now discussed. One __ its position until the desired sepa- ciable change in direction. 

; : - i h i i 
of the ways that a pilot can deter ration between the Swe aironalt = “Stacking” of Aircraft at Airports 
mine his exact position as he trav- obtained. Under ordinary condi- 

els the airways is by obtaining a _ tions the time difference of ETA’s As the pilot approaches his des- 

“fix”. This is given to the pilot of two planes should be ten _ tination, he calls the control tower 

when he passes over a radio trans- _ minutes. to announce his flight and get land- 
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL | continues 
a aa eee eT eee 

ing instructions. When the weather control at the nine super-combat tion processes. The acceptance or 
is good, the aircraft can generally centers in the United States. The rejection of such information will 
be cleared for landing as soon as key to the integration is a large be automatically sent back to its 
it calls in. In bad weather and capacity transistorized computer. source. Also, the system will auto- 
when aircraft arrive faster than This computer enables the centers matically keep a running compu- 
they can be landed, they are or- to fulfill their air defense missions tation of all aircraft positions and 
dered to wait their turn in a “stack” —_ while providing, enroute, high alti- velocities based on information 
above the airport. The aircraft as- tude air-traffic control by maintain- _ sent by the pilot which will be sup- 
semble over radio beams which ing separation of aircraft and per- _ plemented by the pilot’s flight plan. 
help to keep them in precise hold- _ mitting direct, area, and airways Using its continuous computations 
ing patterns. In such holding pat- flying. Direct air travel is usually _ of aircraft positions, the system will 
terns, the planes are separated by associated only with high altitude predict conflicting situations. At the 
1,000 feet, and, as each plane lands flying because at high altitudes terminals, the system will analyze 
from the bottom of the stack, all there is less traffic—so planes fly traffic within the en route center 
the planes in the pattern drop a straight course to their destina- | and compare this with the termi- 
down a level until it is their turn tion. The principal elements of the _ nal’s present acceptance rate. One 
to land. Since no two aircraft can new plan are as follows: additional function wil] be the 
occupy a runway at the same time, i Arvenzée MORE. Aanges checking of aircraft over their fixes 
an aircraft cannot land until its wiht of these ante rated fy = for possible conflicts. These con- 
predecessor has left the runway. tens at the su in : flicts arise when estimated times 
Similarly, no departing aircraft Bete will eet the use of over a fix differ by less than ten 
may enter the runway if the next tha fader = nis from both minutes, when the altitudes of two 
one scheduled to land is within two FAA and Air i erec radars. In planes differ by less than 2,000 feet, 
miles of the runway threshold. other words, both sets of ra- or wher either aircraft has not filed 

Problems Posed by FAA's dar can be — by both or a specific altitude. 
yanizations thus giving eac baek <of ‘Control _ inane NEW ELECTRONIC DEVICES OF 

Problems are posed by the FAA’s AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
lack of control over the flights of 2) Control Areas. The control of ‘ . 
many of the nation’s private air- such a system will be limited The inareased Speed ff jet travel 
craft. All commercial airlines and to en route traffic, mainly 1 pecessitated the development 
some of the larger and speedier above 24,000 feet, except in . high speed methods af control, 
private planes use the airways, op- less-traveled zones where the _ Since ne Dili GF 6 planes on 
crating under instrument flight coverage will reach the a collision ee a &° Faia 

rules (IFR) even in clear weather ground, wine: tO Feact,. they need to know 
to a advantage of the separation 3) Systems Communications. instantly of any danger and what 
and protection afforded by FAA Control information will be  °”@S!Ve action to take. To provide 

controllers. But many small planes transmitted to aircraft pri- this information, high speed com: 
fly by visual flight rules (VFR), marily: by. means of direct pas which can handle many dif- 

permissible when visibility is controller-to-pilot radio. een WON in a fraction of a 
greater than three miles. Pilots fly- Eventually automatic second are being developed. 
ing VFR are responsible only for ground—air communications One of the newest computers be- 
seeing and avoiding other aircraft, systems will be incorporated ing developed is the central data 
and are not even prohibited from Coordination of wererial processor which is a fully transistor- 
entering the busy FAA control from one center to the other ized digital computer with a high 
zones. The collision mentioned at ‘Il tantly relayed vi speed core memory and file control 
the beginning of this report was wa 26 constantly relayed via unit. This computer will receive 
between a TWA DC-9 on an IFR automatic computers in addi- proposed flight plans, calculate 
approach and a twin-engine Beech- tion to the use of voice com- ETA’s, probe for conflicts among 
being flown under VFR on a munication. flight plans already in progress, and 
bright, cloudless day. . . remember flight plans to be acti- & ? The main functions to be per- vated atthe ot time. By means 

formed by the integrated system of ¢ : i SAGE AND GROUND-TO-AIR- a appropriate signals, the com- 
TRAFFIC CONTROL are very similar to those of the puter is alerted and can display on 

single air-traffic control system. cathode ray tube the predicted 
In late 1963, a new system went The new system will process flight aircraft tracks as much as 30 min- 

into effect which will greatly in- plans, progress reports, and utes in advance. This system is also 
crease the efficiency of the air-traf- _ weather data. In addition, all input —_ designed to automatically prepare 
fic control system in the _United messages sent by automatic com- and distribute flight progress strips, 

States. This system is the integra- munication systems will be de- detect and notify en route control- 
tion of air defense and air-traffic coded and subjected to error detec- _lers of any conflicting situation, and 
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propose corrective action under lation would be $700 million and on selected portions of runways, 
conflicting situations. to equip all planes with Loctracs (2) display direction of travel and 

beacons would cost another $30.5 identity of each aircraft to the con- 
Automatic Landing Systems million. With such a system, air- troller, and (3) provide for the 

Using automatic landing sys- borne beacons would continuously direction of traffic flow in a pre- 
tems, several U.S. airlines have send out altitude and positional in- scribed manner. 

already been cleared for “Category formation which would be read on Although the statistics show that 
IL” landings at some airports. These — @ Screen on the ground. With such __ there ond certain deficiencies at ar 
permit properly equipped planes to & device the ground controllers pO an t Witton, the entire a 

be guided electronically and auto- would have the location of all ane i ‘ee tha rile weston wall reas ' 
matically toward a landing when Taft in their sector right at their PY See fa Mt eatin Vag Aim te ne . Raper tins, that bad. The safety statistics bear 
the ceiling is as low as 100 feet and Ber Up this out. Things are also. gettin 
visibility is as little as 1,200 feet. One problem that has developed better with the development eG 
At an altitude of 100 feet, the pilot with this system is that when there new types of radar and more so- 

takes over and completes the land- are a large number of planes in phisticated communications and 
ing if he can see the lights and the vicinity the data on the screen airline guidance systems. A truly 
markings—or he uses full throttle overlap and become illegible. impressive record is being estab- 
to climb away if he cannot see When this occurs the controllers at lished by the airlines and the fu- 
them. The FAA is also considering the desk shut off the readout data ture holds many new challenges to 

such aids to blind-landing systems and follow only the blip produced air-traffic control. 
as Bendix Microvision, which uses by the plane. Each plane is then Soon airteatia contol will give 
microwave radio signals beamed to _ identified by placing a toy model way. to! 3 ace-traffic eonttO! Some 
the plane by ground transmitters 0” the screen. voor davelapment will be the use | 
from the sides of the landing strips. Perch of laser beams instead of radio | 

The signals form an image of the ower beams in the fields of guidance and : 
runway on a display in front of the The backbone of an_air-traffic communication. Instead of jet 
pilot, enabling him to find it in control system is the radar, This power and speeds around the 

zero visibility. method of tracking has been speed of sound, atomic power will 
wo around for many years and has un- be used and perhaps speeds close 

New” Communications; Systems dergone many improvements. to the speed of light. So one can 
New automatic communication Although it is perhaps the main yeadily see that although many 

systems are also being developed tool of air-traffic control, it still has problems have already been solved 
to aid the pilot. For certain ordi- one big fault in that it cannot dis- jn the field of air-traffic control, 
nary exchanges, the pilot will _ tinguish height. Therefore a private many more lie ahead. 
merely push a button to relay the __ plane flying at 500 feet may appear L 
information. Instrument readings to be on a collision course with an 7 

can also be relayed automatically airliner flying at 50,000 feet. 
as in a spacecraft telemetry system. A new system using radio beams 
Certain instruments—such as the has been developed recently so 
altimeter, airspeed indicator, and that planes can detect each other Has someone 
position instruments—are wired to in the air with greater accuracy. . 
a sending device and when the It employs two radio signals sent been bugging you 
pilot pushes a button, a computer __ out from one plane to another, One . 
in the plane codes all the existing _ of the signals travels directly from about getting 
reading in a fraction of a second plane to plane, while the other is . . 
and sends these readings to a com- _ bounced off of the ground. Inside into something? 
puter on the ground such as the the second plane a small electronic . 
central data processor which de- computer uses the two messages to Get into the 
codes the message. These give the calculate where the first plane is, . . . 
pilot more time for the actual fly- whether a collision is possible and Wisconsin Engineer 
ing of the aircraft and therefore in- _ what evasive action to take. . 
creases the safety of landings and Low level radar is very impor- business 

takeoffs. tant to air-traffic control around 
. airports because of the large con- department. 

Lockheed Tracking and centration of aircraft. For the pur- 
Control Systems pose of ground control, the Dop- Contact Dan Connley, 

One new development although  pler system has begun to go into 
very expensive is the Lockheed _ service. Through the use of beams 256-7870 
Tracking and Control System, or of microwave energy, the Doppler 
Loctracs. It is estimated that the | system can, (1) detect the pres- after 7 P.M. 
cost of nation-wide ground instal- ence of aircraft and other vehicles 
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SPRAY YOUR BYRD! 

by J. P. Byrd 

An irate reader has complained that the Byrd uses the | monkey was. The weight of the rope and the weight is 

words “‘the Byrd” too often. Now the Byrd doesn’t feel | half as much again as the difference of the weight of 

that the Byrd uses the words “the Byrd” too often. In | the weight and the weight of the weight plus the weight 

fact the Byrd doesn’t feel that even if the words ‘‘the | of the monkey. How long is the rope? 

Byrd” were used too often, that the words ‘the Byrd’ x ke * 

aes ae ed? te me het iret a Rar 5 the A cross-eyed woodpecker with bow legs and a syn- 

wor fine Bye event Botnered ine Gs ° eay- thetically shaped rubber bill requires one hour to peck 
ing “* " altogether the reader will find this os % 

h’ bl lighti h b f the Ani through a cypress log which is 29 years old. Shingles 

Kir Ei ems spollighting other:members’of the: Ani- cost $.38 a hundred and weigh 8 pounds a piece. The 

mal Kingdom. log being pecked upon is 20 feet long and 40 pounds 

* a foot. Assuming the coefficient if friction between the 

This puzzle itself is simple, but can you read it? woodpecker’s bill and the cypress log is 0.232, and that 

‘ was . . there is a negligible resistance to diffusion, how many 
Hanging over a frictionless pulley there is a rope with . . . eps : : 

. units of radioactive Vitamin B will be required by the 
a weight on one end; at the other end hangs a monkey . . : . 

: . woodpecker if he is going to peck out enough shingles 
of equal weight. The rope weighs four ounces per foot. ? % 

. . to roof a $3000 barn with a detachable chicken house? 
The combined ages of the monkey and its mother are ‘ 5 

‘ . = The woodpecker has an efficiency of 27% and gets 
four years and the monkey’s weight is as many pounds ei . - 

, . . . double time for overtime. Got it? 
as its mother is old. The mother is twice as old as the 

monkey was when the mother was half as old as the * * & 

monkey will be when the monkey is three times as old Answers may be sent to what’s-his-name, c/o the 

as its mother when she was three times as old as the | Wisconsin Engineer. 
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Because bearings are in practically everything better we like it. Because the better you do, the 
that moves. All the way from aerospace to slot better we do. 
cars. Bearings of all sizes. Some big enough to For further information, contact our Director 
drive a truck through. Some no larger than a col- _ of Personnel Planning, The Torrington Company, 
lar button. Torrington, Connecticut 06790. 

Bearings will give you a first-hand working We'll also be on campus for interviews in 
knowledge of many industries. That’s the quickest. | October and February. 
way to the top in any one of them, ours included. Engineering opportunities at Torrington avail- 

And we at Torrington will do our best to smooth able in Manufacturing, Design, Research, 
the way for you. The faster you get ahead, the Sales, Product, Industrial. 

Wisconsin grads are no strangers to Torrington. For instance: Lee Reese, 1955, Project Engineer +» Harvey Mauel, 1958, 

Assistant Manager—Distributor Sales + Thomas McMurray, 1961, District Engineer + Greg B. Howey, 1964, Inter-Division 
Engineer + Richard Bartes, 1964, Machine Design Engineer + James H. Ball, 1965, Project Engineer - Dennis T. Even, 
1966, Sales Engineer. 

eAOORESy 

Z z THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
%& 2 Torrington, Connecticut 06790 

Say of 45 manufacturing plants in North and South America, Europe and Asia 

BEARINGS : MACHINE NEEDLES : METAL SPECIALTIES : STITCHING AND SWAGING MACHINES 
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Will the girl with the red micro-miniskirt see me after class. 
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We've almost lost a good word, and we hate to see it go. 

The movie industry may feel the same way about words such as colossal, 

gigantic, sensational and history-making. They’re good words — good sym- 

bols. But they’ve been overused, and we tend to pay them little heed. Their 

effectiveness as symbols is being depleted. 

One of our own problems is with the word ‘‘opportunity.”’ It’s suffering sym- 

bol depletion, too. It’s passed over with scant notice in an advertisement. 

It’s been used too much and too loosely. 

This bothers us because we still like to talk about opportunity. A position 

at Collins holds great potential. Potential for involvement in designing 

and producing some of the most important communication systems in 

the world. Potential for progressive advancement in responsibility and 

income. Unsurpassed potential for pride-in-product. 

That’s opportunity. 

And we wish we could use the word more often. 

Collins representatives will visit your campus this year. Contact your 
College Placement Office for details. 

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL 

An equal opportunity employer. ~~ 
COLLINS 

WZ 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS *« CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA * NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA * TORONTO, ONTARIO 
Bangkok + Frankfurt « Hong Kong * Kuala Lumpur * Los Angeles + London + Melbourne + Mexico City « New York « Paris » Rome + Washington + Wellington 
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Somehow we think these lads have promise, 
They look about ready for the really big league, where Bethlehem Steel 
has always fielded a winning team. You, too, can learn the score, by reading 
“Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” Pick up a copy 
at your placement office, or write Manager of Personnel, 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 

An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program 

BETHLEHEM STEEL Re 
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Engineers, Mathematicians; 

... if you are stimulated by the prospect __ related studies of electromagnetic which permits your choice of city, 
of undertaking truly significant propagation, upper atmosphere suburban or country living and allows 
assignments in your field, working in phenomena. and solid state devices easy access to the Chesapeake Bay, 
its most advanced regions. using the latest equipment for ocean beaches, and other summer and 
_.-if you are attracted by the advanced research within NSA’s fully winter recreation areas. 

opportunity to contribute directly and instrumented laboratories. Campus Interview Dates: 
importa othe security ofournation. MATHEM NS mport antly t ity of our natio MATHE! | Al ICIANS define, Dec. 4 & Feb. 12 
... if you want to share optimum formulate and solve complex 
facilities and equipment. including one CommMunications-related problems. Check with the Placement Office now 
of the world’s foremost computer/ EDP _ Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, to arrange an interview with NSA 
installations, in your quest for a and combinatorial analysis are but a representatives on campus. The 
stimulating and satisfying career. few of the tools applied by Agency Placement Office has additional 

aa 2 die mathematicians. Opportunities for information about NSA, or you may 
The National Security. Agency is contributions in computer sciences and __ write: Chief, College Relations Branch, 

SF eee Signing ane cniitiwee theoretical research are also offered. National Security Agency, developing “secure” communications .. - . Ft. Georse G. Meade, Marviand 
systems and EDP devices to transmit, Continuing your Education? arses fe Ge Wer ary’ val 
receive and process vital information. NSA’s graduate study program may oe Al ampli : we gh 
The mission encompasses many permit you to pursue two semesters of opportunity employer, M&F. 
aspects of communications, computer full-time graduate study at full salary. uu 
(hardware and software) technology. Nearly all academic costs are borne by Ke C02 Do 
and information recording and storage NSA, whose proximity to seven [IS ND 
...and provides a wealth of career universities is an additional asset. ys ‘Gh): a 

opportunities to the graduate engineer Salaries and Benefits ‘Ne Uh, ey 
and mathematician. Starting salaries, depending on 4 Pann Sy 
ENGINEERS will find work which is education and experience, range from Re” 
performed nowhere else . . . devices $8,000 to $13,500, and increases 
and systems are constantly being follow as you assume additional ti i 
developed which are in advance of any responsibility. Policies relating to na iona 
outside the Agency. As an Agency vacations, insurance and retirement are . 
engineer, you will carry out research liberal, and you enjoy the advantages t 
design, development, testing and , of Federal employment without Civil securli 

evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale Service certification. 
cryptocommunications and EDP Another benefit is the NSA location, agency 
systems. You may also participate in between Washington and Baltimore, 
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... Where imagination is the essential qualification 
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— HUMOR 

Do you suffer from terrible at- Angry widow (after learning hus- He: “Give me a kiss.” 

tacks? Do you feel disease is wear- _ band has left her nothing): “I want She: No answer. 

ing your life away? Do you lack you to take ‘Rest in Peace’ off that He: “Won't you please give me 

pep? Are you just dragging through tombstone I ordered yesterday.” a kiss?” 

lifeP Are you tired, weak, run Engraver: “I can’t do that, but She: Still no answer. 

down, nervous, and gloomy? Do __ [I can add something else.” He: “Are you deaf?” 

you feel older than you are? Do Widow: “All right. Add ‘Till We She: “No. Are you paralyzed? 

you suffer from getting up nights? — feet Again’.” eo @ 

Are you satisfied with your present Caller: “Is your sister expecting 
physical development? Do you BY dh me tonight?” 
suffer from terrible wheezing? Do Small boy: “Yeah.” 

you itch? Do your feet hurt you? Caller: “How do you know?” 
So what! We eat at residence _The doctor had just completed Small boy: “She’s gone out for 

halls too. his examination of the teenage the evening.” 
ee 8 girl: eo 8 

Mark Anthony: “I wish to see, “Madam,” he said to her mother, Three turtles decided to have a 

Cleopatra.” Tm afraid your daughter has cup of coffee. Just as they went 

Slave: “She is in bed with laryn- syphilis. into the cafe it started to rain, so 

gitis.” “Oh, dear,” exclaimed the em- the biggest turtle said to the small- 

Mark Anthony: “Darn those barrassed mother. “Tell me, Doc- est turtle, “Go home and get the 

Greeks.” tor, could she have possibly caught umbrella.” 
. aa 8 it in a public lavatory?” The little one said, “I will if you 

The best way to get through En- “It’s possible,” replied the phy- don’t drink my coffee.” 

gineering is to be like a swimming sician after a moment, “but it We won't,” promised the other 
duck. Keep calm and cool put pad- — would certainly be uncomfortable.” two. 
dle like hell underneath. Two years later the big turtle 

a see said to the middle turtle, “Well, I 

A young lady had a dream in Suess he isn't coming back, BO WE 

which a handsome male angel flew oe might as well drin ke has cones 

into her bedroom and scooped her Are you sure he was intoxicated? J use then, > little voice called 

up into his arms. They flew out No sir, not positive, but his wife from just outside the door, “If you 

the window together and traveled says he brought home a manhole do, I won't go! 

through the air. Finally, they cover and tried to play it on the sae 
reached a castle in the sky and _ stereo. A man finally bought a parrot 

soared in through an open win- at an auction after some spirited 

dow. He gently tossed her on a 988 bidding. 
luxurious bed. “I suppose the bird talks,” he 

“What are you going to do now?” A young husband received a _Said_to the auctioneer. eno 
she asked in a frightened voice. telegram stating that his mother- Talks? was the reply. “He’s 

“That’s up to you,” he said, “it’s _in-law’s body had been found float- been bidding against you for the 
not my dream.” ing at the seashore, a lobster at- Past half hour. 

a ee tached to each toe. He was asked eae 

There’s this new fly spray made tO telegraph instructions for dis- Now go back and read the rest 

of spirits of Amarousa and Spanish _ position of the body. of the magazine! 

Fly. It won't kill flies, but you can He wired back: “Sell lobsters a \ 

swat two every time. and reset bait.” J 
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One of our out-of-this-world products is a new sys- erators that stay frost-free and make ice cubes 
tem for dining beyond the pull of gravity ... where automatically, clothes dryers that sense when the 
food crumbs float around and water won't pour. It desired degree of dryness is reached, a vac- 
provides astronauts with everything from shrimp uum cleaning system piped inside the walls of 
cocktail to pot roast to apricot pudding! a home. 

This food is freeze-dehydrated and vacuum pack- These are but a few of the major appliances 
aged in special flexible bags. The astronaut adds a made by Whirlpool . . . leading manufacturer in 

few squirts of water from a special metering gun this field. Last year our production totaled over 
+. kneads the mixture ... then squeezes the food 5,700,000 units. A decade from now, we expect to 

into his mouth. more than double that volume by providing space- 
Whirlpool scientists are accustomed to work- age appliances of a variety and utility which can 

ing on new concepts in living convenience. In scarcely be imagined today! 
fact, most of the appliances we manufacture today Life is always presenting new problems which 
were considered pretty “far-out” when our engi- require imaginative answers. In our new research 
neers first began perfecting them. This includes building, soon to be completed, we'll be better 
such things as automatic dishwashers, refrig- equipped than ever to provide them. 

Contact: Manager, Corporate Recruiting 
Whirlpool Corporation Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

An equal e 
opportunity ] r O O 

employer 
CORPORATION 
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Ladies’ picnic on a Thursday afternoon in Warrior's Path State Park near Kingsport, Tenn. Down in the 

valley the chemical engineering is as up to date as any on earth, but the tensions of the big cities seem slow 

to penetrate the hills of East Tennessee. Some call this isolation and like it. Some wouldn't. We offer choice. 

You may have first heard of Kodak when you were eight cal engineer might also make full use of his professional 
years old and grandpa pointed a camera at you. In Kings- competence in liaison with our customer companies, in 
port, Tenn., Longview, Tex., and Columbia, S.C., there which case he is in marketing and had better count on 

are 15,000 of us who make no cameras and no photo- moving around quite a bit. Otherwise we are so sect up 

graphic film but turn out fibers, plastics, and chemical that we can give an engineer all the opportunity for ad- 

ingredients for a hundred other industries, In fact, we can vancement he wants without ever asking him to change 

offer no less a variety of chemical engineering opportuni- communities. 

tics in those communities than in Rochester, N. Y., where We make the same promise to mechanical, electrical, 

we produce our renowned photographic goods for enjoy- and industrial engineers, by the way. 

ment, for business, for education, and for the professions. Drop a note about yourself to Business and Technical 

Although many Kodak chemical engineers eventually Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Company, 

move into production or management functions, none Rochester, N.Y. 14650. If you have any geographical 

start there. First assignments are in development and preferences or any other category of preferences in work, 

process improvement, or systems and research. A chemi- mention them. We are an equal-opportunity employer. 

And here, just to be specific, are what occupy the chemical engineers down in the valley: 

RATHER SPECIAL MORE GENERAL 

Solid-phase polymerization Design of pilot plant and plant equipment from 

2 . oR “ sess laboratory data and basic chemical 
High-temperature vapor-phase pyrolysis : 3 3 ‘ 

engineering unit Operations 

Liquid-phase air oxidation é § : : 
tquiceplase it shoe Drying operations for fibers, plastics, and chemicals 

Non-Newtonian flow . 
Viscous flow and heat transfer 

Drying of tacky pastes 3 Bcc 
TYINE OF ERY pastes Chemical kinetics rate models 

Extrusion of hot, viscous, temperature- s ‘ 
ae . Dispersion systems 

sensitive materials 
Z ‘ es Mixing studies 

Design of systems for melt- and solvent-spinning xing stucies 

a ‘ ise of c ter hardware and software i 
Oxidation of ethylene to acetaldehyde Use of compulerh aro ware ang so) waren 

: plate-to-plate distillation program, 
and ethylene oxide . i hydraulic design, heat-exchanger | 

Oxo process design, mass transfer equipment A 2 

Olefin polymerization design, reaction simulation f 4 

Vapor-phase dehydrogenation | _ . 

Kodak | 

a
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fa 1] “... Accident in the left hand lane of the Queens-Midtown access ramp. 

Right lanes moving slowly. Fifteen minute delay at the Brooklyn Battery 
a a Tunnel. Lincoln Tunnel backed up to the Jersey Turn- 
IS te rr ble pike. Extensive delays on Route 46 in the Ft. Lee area. 

That's the traffic picture for now, Bob.” 
|”? However, technical people at GE are doing something about it. 

oO a Development and design engineers are creating and improving elec- 
™ tronic controls and propulsion systems to guide and power transit trains at 

160 mph. Application engineers are developing computerized traffic contro! 
systems. Manufacturing engineers are developing production equipment and 
new methods to build better transportation products. And technical marketing 
specialists are bringing these products and systems to the marketplace by 
working with municipal and government agencies. 

Young engineers at GE are also working on the solutions to thousands of 
other challenging problems—products for the home; for industry; systems for 
space exploration and defense. When you begin considering a career starting 
point, think about General Electric. For more information write for brochure 
ENS-P-65H, Technical Career Opportunities at General Electric. Our address 
is General Electric Co., Section 699-22, Schenectady, New York 12305.
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